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magazine content and on require-
ments for article submissions. At
this point, all photos will have to
be submitted in high resolution—
270 dpi or more and about 10 inches on the short side. For those
who don’t wish to manipulate their photos, sending them as they
are taken is fine and they will be resized here. Most cameras take
72 dpi photos, so that means they should be around 38 inches on
the short side if left at 72. Of course, larger is always okay.

Sadly, this also means space will be limited and some submis-
sions may not make it into print. Contributors can mollify this by
keeping match reports and articles short—1,000 words or less—
and being aware they may be edited for content. Rest assured every
effort will be made to publish all submissions we receive.

This also means the end of comic book reprints in The Cowboy
Chronicle, which I know will be welcome news to some. With elec-
tronic issues we had the luxury of virtually unlimited page counts,
but now the number of pages we can run each issue will be limited
and there will just be no real estate available for comic book pages.
Even if there were, my archive sources are low resolution—in-
tended for viewing online—and would not be suitable for print. Per-
haps we’ll be able to reprint something short once in a while if
reader requests warrant it, utilizing photos I would take from my
personal collection. Let me know what you think about this.

—Skinny

Last issue I outlined a number of changes in SASS® rules and
regulations and intimated there could be one more major

change coming. That change has now been made official and I can
report digital-only issues of The Cowboy Chronicle are now a thing
of the past.

Over the last few years, during my tenure as editor-in-chief,
I’ve had numerous SASS members tell me they don’t bother to
look at digital issues and have no interest in magazines they can’t
hold in their hands. Moreover, virtually every match report, or ar-
ticle, or trail marker, or personality profile ever submitted has been
accompanied by a note requesting it go into a printed issue. After
a few years of experimenting with digital-only issues, it finally
became painfully apparent SASS was spending a lot of money on
a product few wanted or used, so the decision was made to elimi-
nate digital-only issues as a source of expense.

Moving forward, The Cowboy Chronicle will revert to being
exclusively a printed magazine and will be published four times a
year (quarterly) for 2018, with the hope revenues will justify a bi-
monthly or even monthly schedule in coming years. Members in
the United States and Canada will continue to receive hard copies
in the mail, while overseas members will continue to have access
to electronic PDF editions online. Of course, our North American
readers who prefer digital magazines will also have access to the
PDFs through www.sassnet.com, the SASS website.

This change in publication strategy will have some impact on

SKINNY’S SOAPBOX
From The Editor

By Skinny, SASS #7361

NEW SASS SHOOTERS HANDBOOK
Dear SASS Members,

Misty Moonshine, 
SASS #83232

SASS is proud to announce there is
a NEW version of the SASS/Cow-

boy Action Shooting™ Shooters
Handbook available! For some time,
there has been a need expressed from
our membership to condense all of the
rules and guidelines into one, central-
ized resource book. Shooters no longer
have to go into the RO1 Course mate-
rials to receive critical information and
guidelines.

Huge Thanks go out to the RO
Committee for their hard work and

diligent assistance in reviewing and
fine tuning the new format of the
Shooters Handbook. Their insight and
guidance has ensured this publication
is a world-class resource and a reflec-
tion of the growing and evolving needs
of our shooters.

The new Version of the SASS
Shooters Handbook is now available
for download on the SASS Website,
under Handbooks & Rules. 

Happy Shooting!
—Misty Moonshine�

Message from CEO

Skinny, SASS #7361

�

http://www.sassnet.com
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JAILHOUSES, OUTHOUSES, 
AND CATHOUSES

Cover Feature

By Zack McGee, SASS #46908

Cowboy Action Shooters™ in Florida
look forward every year to the Ides of

March Annual match, put on by the Lake
County Pistoleros at the Eustis Gun Club.
When the LCP committee found out in
late summer of 2016 the state match was
dropped by St. Augustine, they stepped up
to the plate and with the help of the
Cracker Crew, lead by Santa Fe River
Stan (SASS #36999), Delta Glen (SASS
#39197), and Hawkeye Gin (SASS
#44595), put the match on for 2017 only.
When the match came around (March 16-
19) 256 Cowboys and Cowgirls from
twenty States came to town for exciting
competition and SASS camaraderie.

When I opened the application I im-
mediately liked the Match subtitle. Dang-
It-Dan (SASS #13202) had suggested the
title when asked if he would write the
match, but when he had to back out Stan,
Delta, and Ginny stepped in. In 15 years
of SASS I have run out of a lot of out-
houses, into a lot of jailhouses and, well,
moseyed on by a few cathouses. But in
this game, who hasn’t, right?

Since I shoot with the Cracker Crew
I have a pretty good idea what to expect
at one of their matches. With Delta and
Stan writing the stories and shooting pro-
cedures one thing was guaranteed, they
would live up to their motto, “Action is
our Middle Name.” For that matter, the
Match Director for the Pistoleros, Arcadia
Outlaw (SASS #71385), has the same
philosophy when it comes to stage design.

This year’s stories and starting lines

were taken from the movies Unforgiven,
Young Guns and Young Guns II. Working
with those movies, there is no shortage of
great lines. To tune everyone up for the
match Hawkeye Gin added all the YouTube
videos for every stage to the LCP web site,
http://lakecountypistoleros.com/ides-of-
march/stage-movie-clips/.

With the match starting on Friday,

many Cowboys and Cowgirls started the
weekend on Thursday with side matches
and a warm-up stage that generated
$2,000 for the SASS scholarship fund. In
addition to the scholarship fund, the club
was also able to donate $400 to the Eustis
Gun Club’s 4H group.

At every Ides of March match for the
past 16 years, A.W. Peterson’s Gun Shop

The Ides of March 2017

Florida State Championship
,

Our youngest shooters, Jake on the Take, Rapid Fire Trouble,
Lefty Lucy (State Champ Buckarette), and Cowboy Jon (State Champ Buckaroo).

http://lakecountypistoleros.com/ides-of-march/stage-movie-clips/
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Rocky Creek Shooter (SASS #98720) 
and Shenandoah Star (SASS #103775) 
are the proud parents of Little Man 
and are typical of the people who have

found a second home in SASS. 
Rocky worked all week setting up targets
and worked after the match as well
—with a badly sprained ankle.

The shoot out between Little Man and Black Hawk Henry (SASS #98144) 
went down to the wire, with Little Man firing his rifle before shouldering 

it to hit his crossover knockdown first.

and Pat’s Gun and Pawn have been Main
Match Sponsors and both have been so
generous and supportive to have donated
various Cowboy guns over the years.
They are such a huge part of this event
and we are grateful for their participation.
This year there were six other Main
Match Sponsors and thirteen total ven-
dors for folks to peruse for clothing, guns,
knives, reloading supplies, and leather.
We all benefit from and greatly appreci-
ate the vendors who travel to our
matches, especially those from out of
state who do so at great expense. All the
vendors and Main Match Sponsors can be
found listed on the LCP site, http://lake-
countypistoleros.com/sponsors/.

The Eustis Gun Range has what I
would call a shooter friendly layout. The
ample parking is flat and close to the
berms. The first five berms are close to-
gether, which cuts down on the amount of
walking. Then there is the town of
Swampwater and then three large fields
where they make good use of their own
props as well as other clubs’ targets and
props. This year, the Ghost Town Gun-
slingers, Roughshod Raiders, Ft. White
Cowboy Cavalry and the Weewahoottee
Vigilance Committee donated and helped
with the setup and teardown of the many
targets and props; you might just say it’s
a family affair. There are three things you
can always count on, shooting at a Pis-
toleros Match and that is, no stand and de-
liver, no plain Nevada sweeps, and a
target rich environment. If that fits your
fancy then you’ve come to the right place.

The first five berms have shade pro-
vided by huge live oaks, some of which
you have to shoot around. These can pres-
ent a real challenge to a shooter in the way
you plan the stage, as a couple of feet can
be saved by shooting a target as soon as it
is visible without worrying about a foot
fault. On Saturday morning, while watch-
ing the Cracker Crew posse shooting on
one of those berms, I asked Vaquero Jake
(SASS #69781) from Kentucky what he
thought of the match so far. The night be-
fore, Jake had told me about all the states
and matches he and his parents had shot
around the country and he replied, “I’ve
never seen anything like this,” and then
with a smile, “but I like it!”

Stages six and seven are set up in the
town of Swampwater. Stage six was from
the movie Unforgiven and started with the

shooter holding a prop shotgun that you
threw at Little Bill, followed by five re-
volver rounds fired through the doorway,
then moving past the barroom doors to an-
other doorway to fire five more revolver
rounds, then back through the barroom
swinging doors for 10 rifle targets formed
in an arc 30 feet across and ten feet high in
the middle, and four shotgun knock downs.

Stage nine was based on the outhouse
scene from Young Guns where Billy
shoots a man while holding a gun in front
of his pants. Our prop master, Major
Mishap (SASS #40451), came up with a
prop for the shooters to start the stage
while holding a gun coming out of pair of
pants and saying the start line, “Howdy.”

It’s always fun to see how well our
young shooters are doing in SASS and
we have some pretty dedicated young-
sters coming along. For Buckaroos and
Buckarettes we have Cowboy Jon (SASS
#103631), Jake on the Take (SASS
#103507), Rapid Fire Trouble (SASS
#105354), and Lefty Lucy (SASS
#101552). I have shot a few matches with
Lucy and her dad, Deadeye Duval (SASS
#101551) and they really have a lot of
fun together. We all love seeing her shoot
her SxS shotgun because her Dad loads
sparkles and silver stars that really add a
level of pizzazz to her stages. Young
Guns Becca Boo (SASS #49857) and Lit-

The Ides of March 2017 . . .

(Continued on page 12)

http://lakecountypistoleros.com/sponsors/
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many wonderful people put these
matches on for our enjoyment and The
Ides of March is no different. Thank you
Arcadia Outlaw, Wildcard Willow, Greta
Dee (SASS #63811) and Brucester Dia-
mond (SASS #63810) for your leader-
ship, and to the many volunteers who
brought it all together.

Following that were all of the category
winners, the Florida State Champions, the
announcement of the top 32 shooters for
Sunday’s shoot-off, and the Top Overall
Cowboy and Cowgirl for the Match who
this year were Hawkeye Gin and Santa Fe
River Stan. Scores can be found at
http://lakecountypistoleros.com/wp-con
tent/uploads/ides_overall.pdf.

Sunday brought the top 32 shooters
together for the shoot-off along with the
top eight ladies and top four Young Guns.
The speed and competitiveness in the top
32 grouping and Ladies was nothing
short of amazing. Before Delta Glen be-
came the Top Gun of the day he had to
beat Santa Fe River Stan, Christian Mor-

tle Man (SASS #98721) are quickly ris-
ing to the top in the state with Little Man
competing for the top five in monthly
matches against Florida’s top shooters.

With the shooting done on Saturday
it was off to the banquet, held this year at
the Tavares Elk’s Lodge. Fortunately
they had the “show up and eat” format,
which certainly fits the style of all the
folks I know. Everyone had their choice
of either a nice piece of chicken, steak,
or both, and the veggies, salads, and
desserts kept on coming till everyone had
their fill.

VISIT US AT SASSNET.COM

Dinner was followed with the Best
Dressed contest winner awards, which
was overseen by Dakota Lil (SASS
#13593). The folks who participate in
this part of a State Match certainly carry
the Spirit of the West with them through-
out the entire event.

Before the awards were handed out
there was a special recognition for Scar-
lett Darling (SASS #96680), as she was
awarded her Jedi Gunfighter pin from
Korupt Karl (SASS #68444) and Ten-
nessee Tombstone (SASS #34723). It was
quite obvious that pin meant quite a lot
to her. Then came the recognition of the
Committee members for putting on such
a fine match. All around the world, so

The Ides of March 2017
(Continued from page 11)

Hawkeye Gin taking aim on Stage Nine. 
Ginny just graduated from the University of Florida with a degree 
in Criminology and plans a career in Federal Law Enforcement.

http://lakecountypistoleros.com/wp-content/uploads/ides_overall.pdf
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tician (SASS #83177) and Little Man in
the final pairing. Shamrock Sadie (SASS
#78511) won the Ladies group.

Next year’s State match will be held
at the Red Hills Rangers Club in Midway
Florida with Cassalong Hopidy (SASS
#39703) as the Match Director – April
19-21.  It’s sure to be another great
Florida State Match.

The Ides of March 2017

�

http://www.cheycastbullets.com


Costuming Corner

It does not matter if your costume is a
Nineteenth Century military uniform or
a Victorian lady’s ball gown, very often

the details and accessories used with the
costume can make it stand out!

I have seen so many wonderful cos-
tumes on the range and at costume contests.
As I look around, the costumes with all the
special accoutrements grab my attention.

From the frontiersman with his handmade
buckskin suit to the steampunk lady ready
for time travel, I enjoy talking to them about
their costumes.

The B-Western/Silver Screen costumes
are usually reproduced from a character in a
movie or TV series, making it easy to copy
and add the necessary accessories. But even
if you just want to dress B-Western, you can

still use these char-
acters as an exam-
ple to follow for the
details. The fancy
hats, boots, fringe,
and sparkles are
beautiful.

If it is a Civil War soldier or a 1890s
soldier, the military costumes have many
great pictures in books and on the Internet
to see what is needed to put together an ap-
propriate outfit. Swords, hats, spurs, and in-
signias make great accessories. Recently, I
saw a fabulous 1890s Black Watch South
Africa soldier carrying correspondence from
the London War Office sealed with wax!
The accessories and details he put into his
costume were outstanding.

Frontiersmen and working cowboys are
often the most popular shooting costumes
for the men. Many are so authentic with their
leather pants, various chaps, powder horns,
spurs, saddlebags, and great hats. With their
accessories, these cowboys look like they
just came right off the range.

Evening costumes for the men can be
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Texas Flower, SASS
Life/Regulator #43753

Texas Flower, SASS #43753 Life/Regulator
Photos by Texas Flower

ACCESSORIES DETAILSand
Very Important Additions to Any Costume

Theater glasses.

Various accessories. Cowboy accessories. (Continued on page 16)
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Reticules, etc.

Blazen Vaquero and Sonora Blaze 
with all the accessories needed 

for a Cowboy and a B-Western Lady.

http://www.mernickleholsters.com
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EZ GZ in her 
steampunk outfit 

with many accessories.

Gusty Winds shooting in the
buckskin suit and 
accessories he made.

Kathouse Kelli Shooting in her 
Wild Bunch Adelita costume.

Accessories and Details . . .
(Continued from page 14)
anything from a Vaquero costume to the dapper fancy dressed Victo-
rian gentleman. The derby and top hats, the white gloves, canes, fancy
pocket watches, boots or shoes, and the custom made suits are a sight
to behold! As I said in a previous article, the gentlemen are amazing
with their evening attire and do a spectacular job of putting all the
details into their costumes.

The ladies’ shooting costumes vary a good bit from the simple
prairie dress to steampunk. I have seen an Adelita military lady, Annie
Oakley, and Dale Evans. Again, you can spot some of the famous
characters by the added accessories used with the costume—e.g. a
bandolero belt, a special hat, or lots of sparkles.

There are a lot of choices when it comes to evening costumes
for the ladies. From the saloon girl to the Victorian lady, many dif-
ferent accessories and details can be added. The soiled doves have a
good time with their colorful corsets, fishnet stockings, and flashy
jewelry. Some of the Victorian gowns may have started because of a
fashion plate, a trip to a museum, or just creating a costume you like.
You might add a chatelaine with the liquor cabinet key on it for a re-
ception gown. If you have a walking dress and are going out for the
afternoon, a parasol, hat, gloves, reticule, and proper shoes would be
necessary. If going to a ball, the accessories might be a fan, fancy

jewelry, a dance card, or a jeweled hairpiece. As you plan your ac-
cessories remember, fashions, style of hats, hair, and some of the
accessories changed every few years.

When putting together a costume for a contest, think about the
time period, who are you portraying, where you are going, and find
examples in books or on the Internet so you can put everything to-
gether correctly from head to toe for your era or person. If you are
portraying a specific person or type of costume, try to get a picture
of that person or costume and duplicate it to the best of your ability.
Take a copy of the picture with you to the costume contest so the
judges have a visual of what you tell them about your costume or
person. Always try to include as many of the necessary accessories
and details as possible. The judges will notice! Take a look at the
Costume Contest Management score sheet. Points given for details
can be critical in the competition. 

A costume and accessories do not have to be expensive, imag-
ination and creativity can go a long way when assembling a cos-
tume. I am often shopping on eBay and at resale shops… especially
for those much needed accessories.

Costuming is what makes our sport so unique from other shoot-
ing sports. Look at what other costumers and shooters are wearing
for inspiration and don’t be afraid to ask them about their costumes.
But always… have fun with the costumes!

!!!!

�

http://www.emf-company.com
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Annual Reports

Tex, SASS #4

Geronimo   
Trail 2017

By Tex, SASS #4

The only thing a shooter can really control is whether or not he can shoot a clean match 
(unless, of course, the evil match director takes that away from him with next-to-impossible targets). 

Geronimo Trail clean shooters were (l-r) Bud Guzzlin’, Lawless Lori Sue, Mica McGuire, Hands, and Taos O. Good job!

S ilver City, NM (September 8-10, 2017). The Gila
Rangers hosted Geronimo Trail in the Mimbres Val-

ley a few miles east of Silver City. This historic valley
has been home to Native Americans for at least a few
thousand years and the Santa Rita Copper mine, a min-
ing operation established soon after folks began migrat-
ing to New Mexico (truly impressive). The California
Column marched through here during the Civil War on
its way to protect the West from invading Confederate
troops. This was Victorio’s stomping grounds, where he
laid waste to the silver mining community of Pinos
Altos and was chased by the 9th Calvary until the Mex-
ican army trapped and killed him in Mexico. And…
Geronimo walked across this valley and the nearby
Black Mountains on his way to Ojo Caliente to take the
waters after his numerous murderous trips into Mexico,
seeking revenge for the killing of his family.

This valley is not only historically important, it’s

beautiful with plentiful pines, the meandering Mimbres
River, and the sounds of gunfire echoing off the canyon
walls. If you have a chance to visit, by all means, do so…
and if you time things right, you can also shoot a wonderful
match!

If you go, the range is about 45 minutes from Silver
City, so you’ll want to either camp at the range or take ad-
vantage of some of the local accommodations. The George-
town Cabins are a bit off the beaten path but are well worth
the effort… and they are only 20 minutes from the range.

The activities began on Friday with a four-stage Wild
Bunch Match, Long Range rifle, and a warmup area. The
Wild Bunch match was designed to be “short and sweet”
to allow ample time for other activities. The last stage was
a nod to the change in next year’s Wild Bunch rules allow-
ing seven rounds in the magazine.

Two well-attended events were the Golf Ball Challenge
and Cowboy Clays. Both events ran for two days. “Prize”
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tickets were awarded for perform-
ance… how well you shot determined
how many “award” tickets you re-
ceived. Competitors paid $5 for each
run—and many made SEVERAL
runs—the award tickets were for the
drawing of a pair of 10/22 rifles.

The main match consisted of 10
stages, five each on Saturday and
Sunday. The Gila Rangers are lucky
to have a Cowboy with the talents of
Lead Foulin’. He has designed and
fabricated unique targets for nearly
every stage. There are wig-wags,
western stars, running coyotes, flying
birds, and roaring cannons. All the
stages are basically straightforward
and the targets very “hittable.” For
some of the more challenging targets,
make-ups are readily available. A
clean match was not all that diffi-
cult… there were five clean shooters
this year.

The local 4H provided daytime
food at the range and there was an
evening meal both Friday and Satur-
day evening with Territorial Gover-
nor WW providing the Saturday night

Geronimo Trail 2017 . . .

In addition to the two 10/22s given away, 
a very nice .357 Taurus was also up 
for grabs.  Mica McGuire was the 
lucky (and happy) recipient.

Mica McGuire and Etta Rose were the 
top competitors at this year’s Geronimo Trail.

A wobble trap provided the throwing 
power for the Cowboy Clays side match. 

Each shooter engaged four birds 
from four different positions. 

A perfect score was 16… and Hands 
achieved that on his very first run! 
Mica MsGuire, seen here, was always 
at the top of his game and arguably 
busted the most clays for the event.

(Continued on page 21)

mailto:texicanrangers@yahoo.com
http://www.texicanrangers.org/comancheria-days/
http://www.texicanrangers.org
http://www.texicanrangers.org
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The Golf Ball challenge required the .22 bullet enter the small
hole at the bottom of the plates. A bent pipe directed the shot
straight up and popped the golf ball off the top. There were 
actually a few Cowboys with steady enough hands and keen
enough eyes to get them all… Bearwaller Bill, shown here, 

was one of the few to accomplish the feat!

Winners
Overall Cowboy Action
Man Mica McGuire, 

SASS #18526 NM
Lady Etta Rose, 

SASS #95923 NM
Categories
49er Two Timer.

SASS #104313 NM
B-Western Dusty Star,

SASS #345026 NM
C Baroness Cat Ballou,

SASS #55 NM
Civil War Capt. Eli McDaniel,

SASS #30600 NM
C Cowboy Bud Guzzlin’,

SASS #59383 NM
Cowboy Mica McGuire NM
Cowgirl Etta Rose NM
Duelist Taos O.,

SASS #21142 TX
E Statesman Greasy Red,

SASS #4532 NM
F Cartridge Captain Clark,

SASS #89893 NM
F C Gunfighter Will Two Gun Adams,

SASS #89352 NM
Frontiersman Hands,

SASS #92687 NM
Grand Dame Chee-ee,

SASS #100241 NM
Gunfighter Bearwallor Bill,

SASS #93210 NM
La Patrona Lawless Lori Sue,

SASS #80852 NM
L 49er EZ GZ, 

SASS #83885 NM

L Wrangler Tequila Sippin,
SASS #79466 NM

Senior Sundance Kid,
SASS #92810 NM

S Duelist Led Foulin’
SASS #18030 NM

S F C Gunfighter Tex, SASS #4 NM
S Gunfighter Red Haymaker,

SASS #34218 AZ
L S Duelist Mary Lee Sloshed,

SASS #30601 NM
S Senior Bloody Dave Stout

SASS #50113 AZ

Wild Bunch
Traditional Mica McGuire NM
Senior 
Traditional Tex NM

Modern Two Timer NM
L Modern EZ GZ NM

Long Range 
Pistol Caliber 
Rifle EZ GZ NM

Lever Action Bad Deal,
SASS #103334 NM

Single Shot 
Bolt EZ GZ NM

Revolver Hands NM

10/22 Rifles
Cowboy Clays Gunsmoke Cowboy,

SASS #84261 NM
Golf Ball 
Challenge Bloody Dave Stout AZ

Taurus .357 Mica McGuire NM
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brisket. Entertainment and a great campfire provided
the local ambiance.

After lunch on Sunday, the awards ceremony
began, with tables full of prizes for everyone. The
Gila Rangers opted to provide certificates for all the
place winners and unique scarf slides for the category
winners. This practice allowed the Rangers to honor
many more than the usual number of categories… a
practice very much appreciated by all the competitors.

This year’s competition drew shooters from Ari-
zona and Texas, as well as from all around New
Mexico. The weather was delightful and the sunny
days were followed by afternoon monsoon showers.
Great weather, great shooting, and great cama-
raderie… it was truly a delightful experience!

Geronimo Trail 2017 . . .
(Continued from page 19)

�

http://www.jaxonbilthats.com


As you have heard, “come for the shooting, stay for the peo-
ple.” This is especially true at Singing Hills Ranch near

Largent, West Virginia, which hosted its twenty-sixth multiple-
day match September 22-24, 2017. With shooter prize packages
second to none in the country and fall weather this year worthy
of any regional travel magazine, 72 shooters represented West
Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, Delaware, New Jer-
sey, New York, Maine, and New Mexico, including two new
shooters (see sidebar article).

The stages must’ve been a bit more difficult, as there were
only two clean shooters this year. The best-dressed Cowgirl
award went to Nightingale and the best-dressed Cowboy (most
original to alias) was Buzzard Breath (SASS #57409), who res-
urrected our electric horse on Side Match day for a crazy ride on
the “Bad Ass Bronco.” (Note: Our January 2017 article listed
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Annual Reports
APPALACHIAN SHOWDOWN 2017West Virginia State Championship

By Arizona Anzie, SASS #3036
Photos by Deputy Doran, SASS #66296 

and Rawhide Ron, SASS #70866

Fourteen shooters took part in the Wild Bunch Mini Match. 
Twin (far left) came out on top, besting runner up Buzzard Breath by two seconds.

http://www.leathercraftersjournal.com
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Buzzard Breath as the only person who has shot every Ap-
palachian Showdown, but that honor actually goes to current
Club President Punch, SASS #4368.)

Memorial Awards were given in honor of the club founder,
Three Barb Benson and two other Cowboys from days of yore—
Dusty D. Weems and Hardrode. The recipients who placed 64th,
34th, and 27th got an entry certificate for 2018.

Winners of the Top Gun Shoot Off were Rawhide Ron and
Side Saddle Sue (SASS #73023). Congratulations to both of
them as well as the pocket watch winner, Trapper Dan (SASS
#40361), and to Cody Maverick (SASS #93440), who won a
factory-engraved 1873 revolver donated by Taylor’s & Com-
pany, Winchester, VA.

Whether you like shooting, a Wild Bunch side match, din-
ing, camping, shopping, or apples fresh-picked from a local or-
chard, we hope to see you September 21-23, 2018 for
Appalachian Showdown XXVII.

West Virginia State Champions Mad Dog Max 
and Sunshine Marcie.

Overall Match Winners Sunshine Marcie and Walker Colt.

Winners
Top Overall Man
Gunfighter Walker Colt

SASS #3036 VA
WV State Champion
Wrangler Mad Dog Max

SASS #92788 WV
Top Overall Lady and
WV State Champion
Cowgirl Sunshine Marcie

SASS #64900 WV
49’er Twin

SASS #9553 WV
B-Western Rawhide Ron

SASS #70866 VA
Cowboy Birdseye Jack

SASS #58564 WV
Cattle Baron Flatboat Bob

SASS #32310 VA
Duelist Stash Jennings

SASS #39379 NJ
E. Statesman Geronimo Jim

SASS #21775 WV
Frontier Slowpoke John
Cartridge SASS #45304 PA

FC Duelist Dirt Slider
SASS #65857 PA

FC Gunfighter Major B.S. Walker
SASS #86184 VA

Frontiersman Hooligan Howes
SASS #88409 PA

Lady 49’er Miss Kala
SASS #82604 VA

Lady Duelist Whiskey Mae
SASS #105245 VA

Lady GF Bdoc
SASS #76983 PA

Lady Senior Deputy Doran
SASS #66296 WV

Lady Wrangler Sidesaddle Sue
SASS #73023 WV

Senior Hand Cannon
SASS #60485 WV

Sen. Duelist Chilliwack Buck
SASS #57645 MD

Silver Senior Deuce Diamondback
SASS #44554 MD

Young Gun Sundance Sam
SASS #95397 WV

Side Match
Winners

Three-Gun Fracas at the   
Fort

Walker Colt
Bad Ass Bronco (Revolver)
Buzzard Breath
Bad Ass Bronco (Rifle)
Mad Dog Max
Long Range Single Shot
Frontier Lone Rider

Long Range Lever
Twin
Speed Rifle
Cody Maverick
Speed Revolver
Twin
Derringer
Twin
Pocket Pistol
Twin

Tex and Cat Ballou traveled all the way from 
New Mexico to attend. Here, Tex obscures 

some targets on Stage 7 with a pall of gunsmoke.

APPALACHIAN SHOWDOWN 2017

�
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Whiskey Mae, SASS #105245

This was my first time shooting Appalachian Showdown and
as someone who has been shooting only for a few months I

didn’t know what to expect. What I found was a very generous,
fun-loving, amazing group of Cowboys and Cowgirls. It was like
a weekend with family more than a competition with strangers.
I had some trouble with my shotgun and everyone was ready with
encouragement and tools. Many even offered to loan theirs. Cow-
boy Action Shooters™ are the best people ever.

As a Chicagoan transplanted to Virginia, being up in the
mountains was another new experience. The stages took full ad-
vantage of the wonderful location and the scenarios were fun and
challenging. There were side matches at the beginning and an
open shoot-off at the end in which anyone could try their skills.

The fun didn’t end with the shooting. In addition to serving
delicious food and having great door prizes, a raffle, and draw-
ings, the host club, Cowboy Action Shooting Sports, Inc. (CASS)
honored their fallen members by giving out special awards and
provided a $500 scholarship to a local Cowboy or Cowgirl. I
think taking our sport and using it to better our communities is
one of the most important things we can do.

All in all, I came away with even more love and passion for
our sport, great advice about how to improve my shooting, and
wonderful new friendships. I can’t wait until next year!

APPALACHIAN
SHOWDOWN
First Timers’ 
Reports

�

http://www.texasjacks.com
http://www.redding-reloading.com
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Boomstick Bruce, SASS #105711

Igrew up in Pasadena, Maryland, and have always had a fond
interest in the Old West. For nearly 20 years, I have been

shooting cap and ball revolvers and thought I’d give SASS a try.
I really like the people.

Appalachian Showdown was my first multi-day shoot and I
fully intend on going again next year. Besides the regular side
matches, I shot my 1847 Walker on the electric horse stage called
Bad Ass Bronco. I have so many great memories; I couldn’t tell
you what I liked most. I camped in a tent for the event, got to
bathe in a river, ate extremely hot pork chops cooked over the
camp fire, met some great people who made me feel like family,
and I got to meet Tex and Cat Ballou. Also, I was quite pleased I
had only one miss.

I love SASS shooting and my favorite place to shoot is
CASS. I am a member and intend on remaining a member for a
long, long time. One of my goals in the next two years is to get
comfortable enough with the safety regulations and procedures
to write some of the stages. I have shot other places and had a
good time, but CASS is by far my favorite shoot. 

I wish we could have Appalachian Showdown more than
once a year. �

http://www.competitionelectronics.com
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Annual Reports

Fort Smith, Arkansas—March 2017. The Old Fort Gun
Club and Judge Parker’s Marshals hosted their fifth annual

Hell on the Border and fourth annual Arkansas State Wild
Bunch Championship. More than 150 shooters from all over
the country attended, representing eleven states. The weather
was perfect, the food was great, and the fun was abundant.

Fort Smith Arkansas was often called “Hell on the Bor-
der,” but that name was actually derived from the hellish con-
ditions found in the basement jail under Judge Parker’s
courtroom. Visitors can go there today and imagine how ter-
rible those conditions might have been on a hot summer day.
While visiting Fort Smith, you can see the gallows, jail, and
courthouse made famous in movies such as True Grit and
Hang ’Em High. Judge Parker arrived in Fort Smith in 1875
to round up and bring to justice those criminals hoping to
evade capture across the Arkansas River in Indian Territory
(now Oklahoma). Although he is known as the “Hanging
Judge,” he actually said, “It is not I who have hung them. I
never hung a man. It is the law.”

Although the current crop of Judge Parker’s Marshals do
a great job recreating some of the flavor of those colorful days,
it is difficult to imagine the likes of the Judge’s most famous
marshal, Bass Reeves. Reeves arrested more than 3,000 fugi-
tives during his career with fourteen being shot and killed while
resisting capture. Because he generally hunted alone (or with
an Indian companion), he is often cited as the original inspira-
tion for the fictional characters of the Lone Ranger and Tonto.

Other large and permanent props on our range help
recreate the life and times of Fort Smith in the late 1800s.
We have a nearly perfect replica of the gallows used by
Judge Parker. We are also proud of our replica of Miss
Laura’s Social Club, the only former house of ill repute on
the National Register of Historic Places. We’ve created a
stylized example of the original 1817 fort built after this ter-
ritory was acquired from France with the Louisiana Pur-
chase. To further take us back in the times of the “old fort,”
we have a large church representing the “God Fearing” set-
tlers of the day. Finally, we have a corral, wagon, general
store, mercantile and jail to round out the remaining props
used in our representation of the Old West.

On Friday, the day started with a meet and greet with
old friends and registration for both the State Wild Bunch
Championship and for Hell on the Border. After initial reg-
istration, Wild Bunch shooters gathered for the mandatory

2017
By Low Gap Kid, SASS Life #89323

The gallows stage is a near perfect full size replica 
of the actual gallows at Fort Smith National Park. 

In its day, the original served to hang 
a total of 79 convicted felons.

The Old Fort Gun Club obtained drawings of the 
original Fort Smith and used them to create a large stone fort 

as the first stage on the range.

Hell on the Border

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSS2BgytZtc


Winners
Top Overall Man
Cowboy Creek County Kid

SASS #89945 OK
Top Overall Lady 
Lady Senior Cooncan

SASS #101282 KS
49’er Shell Stuffer

SASS #33146 IL
B-Western Holy Smoke Harmon

SASS #84590 AR
Buckaroo Grady County Kid

SASS #104656 OK
Cattle Baron Ozark Outlaw

SASS #19847 AR
C. Cowboy High Plains Hud

SASS #64232 KS
C. Cowgirl Caney Creek Annie

SASS #47375 AR
Cowgirl Little Nacona One Shot

SASS #77433 OK
Duelist Calhoun Kid

SASS #24942 LA
E. Statesman Ambler

SASS #80374 AR
Frontier Cartridge Dirty Dan Paladin

SASS #49055 AR
FC Duelist Roadrunner

SASS #64196 OK
FC Gunfighter Calloway

SASS #96534 OK
Frontiersman The Briscoe Kid

SASS #26033 OK
Grand Dame Copper Rose

SASS #53321 AR

Grand Patron Mud Puppy
SASS #68525 AR

Gunfighter Billy Broncstomper
SASS #101339 MO

Junior Boy Carson R Hickok
SASS #93610 OK

Lady B-West. Sandia Z
SASS #95154 AR

Lady 49’er Antelope Annie
SASS #97052 AR

Lady Duelist Kiamichi Queen
SASS #26033 OK

Lady FC Mustang Toni
SASS #93341 AR

Lady GF Catoosa Red
SASS #57246 OK

Lady Sen. GF Mean Mary
SASS #45913 IL

Lady SS Sedona Roxy
SASS #68229 MO

Lady Wrangler Dew R Dye
SASS #59089 TN

Outlaw Chicala Slim
SASS #44579 AR

Senior Naildriver
SASS #59139 AR

Sen. Duelist Cherokee Sergeant
SASS #38868 TN

Senior GF John Greywolf
SASS #17904 AR

Silver Senior Fago Kid
SASS #26408 MI

Wrangler Cowpolk
SASS #85223 AR
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chronograph of their ammunition. The Safety Meeting
followed immediately afterwards and the first five
stages of Wild Bunch began. While the Wild Bunch
shooters banged away, Side Matches started on spec-
ified stages. Enough time was allowed for side
matches to allow the Wild Bunch shooters to partici-
pate, if they desired.

On Saturday morning, those who hadn’t registered
on Friday gathered their entry package and readied
themselves for a fun day of shooting Hell on the Bor-
der. This year, we shot seven stages with a wonderful
lunch of BBQ pork and chicken plus all the fixins. Ca-
vanaugh Church members of Fort Smith graciously
provided all the food, cooking, and equipment. After
this delicious meal, the local Boy Scout Troop treated
us all to deep-dish brownies and home-made ice
cream. Finally, the day ended with the presentation of
door prizes (lots of guns) and awards. 

On Sunday, the remaining five Wild Bunch stages
were shot. Immediately after the completion of the last
stage, awards were presented and everyone got to eat
lots of leftovers from the previous day’s BBQ.

The winners of each category are included here,
but special mention should go to the Overall Winner
of the State Wild Bunch Championship, Shell Stuffer
(SASS #33146) from Illinois. Also from Illinois was
Top Lady Shooter, Mean Mary (SASS #45913).

Next year, we are expanding the Main Match of
Hell on the Border to ten stages, like the Wild Bunch
match. The theme is planned to be “My Favorite West-
ern” and the match will be held on March 15, 16, and
17, 2018. Keep checking the Old Fort Gun Club web
site under the tab for Organized Shooting Sports,
SASS Cowboy Action Shooting™. We hope to see
you there… but come only if you want to have lots of
fun and a great time.

Wild Bunch
Winners

Top Overall Man
Modern                    Shell Stuffer
                                   SASS #33146         IL
Top Overall Lady 
Lady Modern           Mean Mary
                                   SASS #45913         IL

Traditional               Stumpman
                                   SASS #89993        AR
Lady Trad.               Garbage Gertie
                                   SASS #67485        AR
Sen. Modern            Beaver John
                                   SASS #97051        AR

Hell on the Border 2017 . . . qq

q q�

http://www.thecastlegateposse.net/
http://www.thecastlegateposse.net/black_powder_application.htm
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Gun City – near Moffit, ND. The
fourth annual Dakota RoughRider

RoundUp match occurred over Labor
Day weekend, September 1-3, 2017. Dur-
ing the course of three days, with perfect
weather, shooters enjoyed making the
steel ring! There were numerous side
matches that included Long Range, Cow-
boy Clays, a Team Shoot, Speed Compe-
titions, and Top Gun! Each year, the

winner of the Top Gun competition re-
ceives a traveling trophy, which is a Red
Ryder BB gun. The main match begins
with a cannon blast, signaling the start of
the nine-stage match, with shooting com-
mencing from the Sheriff’s Office, Long-
horn Palace Saloon, the Livery, and City
Hall, to name a few of the stages. There
were 14 Clean Shooters this year. The
overall men’s and ladies’ match winners
were Jailmaker  (SASS #88725) and Trig-
ger Tillie (SASS #66631). Door prizes
and other prizes were given out. The main
drawing this year was for a Henry Amer-
ican Beauty .22 Rifle. 

The club’s campground provides a
great opportunity to meet fellow Cowboy
Action Shooters™ and enjoy a great
time! A large generator is provided for
campers. Vendors and spectators are wel-
comed. The first night’s “Campfire
Trivia” brought campers around the fire
with exciting and educational trivia along
with prizes. Friday was Red Union Suit
Day for the side matches. Throughout the

RoundUp, meals were served by FIND,
a local chapter of FREE International,
which combats human trafficking. There
was plenty of great food, lots of fun, and
good camaraderie!

When Dakota RoughRider RoundUp
began four years ago, it started with 50
registered shooters and has grown in pop-
ularity each year, with this year having a
total of 69 registered shooters! They come
from all over the country, including MT,
AZ, NE, ND, SD, MN, IA, NC and
Canada. The Dakota RoughRiders are a
discipline of the Bismarck/Mandan Rifle
and Pistol Association (BMRPA), which
is a private club. The Match Director is
Two X Tom (SASS #81324), who is also
the BMRPA President. Cowboy Action
Shooting matches are held every month
throughout the year. 

Bohunk Charley, SASS #92175, 
and Curley Kate, SASS #92176

Dakota RoughRider 
2017RoundUp

By Bohunk Charley, SASS #92175, 
and Curley Kate, SASS #92176
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Dakota RoughRider 
Roundup 2017 . . .

There is a vast group of volunteers
who help make this event a success.
These folks volunteer throughout the
year, preparing the stages each month,
and put in a lot of work before the
RoughRider RoundUp to ensure Gun
City looks good and is ready for shooters.
Each year, the annual RoughRider
RoundUp event gets better! Next year,
celebrating our fifth year, we are planning
to offer 10 stages. Two X Tom is prepar-
ing and planning for it to be the BEST
RoundUp yet! Visit our website at
http://www.dakotaroughriders.com for
complete information.�

http://www.thecastlegateposse.net/robbery_application.htm
http://www.thecastlegateposse.net/
http://www.dakotaroughriders.com
http://www.uniquetek.com


Fiction

Pete Williams, Mills Fawcett, and Shorty
Allen were exchanging tobacco and paper

as they sat atop their mounts. Although none
held their reins, their animals stood still, apart
from the occasional lifting and thumping of
a hoof or the shaking of their manes and tails
to ward off flies. Pete, the Blacksmith and
Stable Owner, had saddled Noah’s mount, the
Paint Noah purchased on his second day in
town. Prior to the actual exchange of cash,
the animal was described to Noah as being
essentially solid and well behaved, in spite of
the overextension of the quarter horse breed-
ing behind him. Noah had watched the animal
for a day before buying him, looking for signs
of disturbed behavior. By the end of the sec-
ond day Noah had visited three times, groom-

ing the animal and feeding it after cleaning
the stall and riding him in the corral. Pete,
evidently an honest man, told him outright
he had to break the horse of cribbing, but the
animal no longer did that, nor swayed in the
stall, nor bit, nor laid back his ears exces-
sively. In fact, the teeth showed his age at
only about eight years, where Noah could
see only the very beginning of a Galvane’s
Groove on his tooth. The conformation of all
four legs was solid and straight through and
through, and he stood at fifteen hands, an ad-
equate size for Noah.

Loopy, as the horse was named, perked
up his ears as Noah approached. After buck-
ling his gun belt, Noah smiled, removed the
bridle, and produced a carrot for the animal.
He tried to do this each time he’d see the an-
imal. Pete would later tell him he knew
Noah was going to own the animal because
of the walks and the grooming sessions.
That’s a sure sign, Pete would later say, and

The Capgun Kid, 
SASS #31398

Small Creek:,
Kid Galena RidesKid Galena Rides

The story thus far: Noah Dobbs IV arrives in Small Creek,
Kansas to set up his newly acquired Boot and Harness Shop. He
is at first mistaken for the notorious outlaw, Kid Galena, but
clears that up with acting sheriff Axel Sweet and his deputy,
McGee. After participating in the prevention of a bank robbery,
he learns he is expected to join the sheriff’s posse.

By The Capgun Kid, SASS #31398
q q

Continued From the October Issue

Chapter Five

The Posse
Outside Small Creek

he knew there was a done deal in the offing.
When Loopy consumed the carrot, Noah put
the bit back in The Paint’s mouth and tugged
on the reins to lower his half-white head,
breathing into his nostrils to allow the animal
to keep his scent. Loopy flared his nostrils,
but his ears stayed relaxed and he nickered.
It was hard to tell whether Loopy was brown
on white or white on brown and Noah won-
dered how much cross- and excessive-breed-
ing there was behind this animal to drive him
from pure Quarter to Paint by definition.

He did this, remembering Pete confi-
dentially told him at point of purchase that
Loopy had only the one remaining vice of
spontaneously throwing a kick when even
mildly disturbed. Evidently, Loopy’s former
owner was a little abusive and Pete showed
Noah the lateral scar across the Paint’s back-
side. Noah wondered how someone could be
so cruel as to hurt animals. Now Loopy was
forever damaged, but it made no difference
to Noah Dobbs IV, who admitted to falling
in love with the gelding from the moment he
saw him. So he had a quirk. Oh, he was a
fine animal with an otherwise obedient and
loyal nature, but you had to let him know
that you were on his list of best friends and
remind him of it frequently. A body didn’t
cross behind Loopy without putting a reas-
suring hand on his rump just to let him know
there weren’t any surprises at hand. Yup,
Loopy was as fine a friend as there was
under those circumstances. Noah stroked
Loopy’s brow on the notion he would like
this horse no matter what. Loopy stood still
as Noah tightened the cinch and mounted up,
swinging into the high-backed saddle as the
leather squeaked and shifted. Even though
not yet naturally endowed as an equestrian,
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Noah took to the A-forked saddle. He made it with lighter grade
leather hoping to save weight. So far Loopy did not seem to be one
of those horses that held his lungs in anticipation of the cinch, thus
ensuring Noah would be considerate of its snug fit.

Noah surveyed the posse briefly while they waited for Axel.
He shoved his brass-framed repeating rifle into a scabbard hanging
from the new saddle he started in Connecticut and finished yester-
day. Noah’s handiwork did not go unnoticed and Shorty was
frankly envious of both the scabbard and the saddle, with it’s high
back and thicker than usual saddle horn. Noah was surprised to see
these men were just as interested in his leatherwork as they were
in his new shooting irons.

Mills was lighting his freshly made cigarette, thoroughly en-
amored with the vogue of that new style of smoke over the cigar.
A tall man with sharp, thin features, Mills Fawcett seemed to have
exceptionally long arms and long, thin feet… hence his nickname,
“Bigfoot.” Somewhat shy and quiet, his bowlegs gave him away
as a former Drover and, even in his store, he always kept his to-
bacco and papers in his shirt pocket as if a vestige from his days
on the range. He favored checkered shirts, an item to which he had
access because of his vocation in the General Store, and never lost
the brown felt hat with its wide brim and centered crease that was
the other leftover from his range days.

Other than those two items, Mills was every inch a book keep-
ing store owner, with an eye for detail and a tightwad nature that
made him the frequent butt of the jokes his old pards levied on him
during their visits to the store. Noah wondered what use the pocket
model Smith and Wesson he was carrying would be if there were
any shooting. It mystified Noah why Mills was even carrying it,
considering he had access to any of the firearms under his counters
back at the store.

Shorty Allen would have been relatively nondescript except
for the furtive mannerisms that were so pervasive in his nature.
He rarely looked people in the eye when speaking, but was not at
all reluctant to look at them when being spoken to. Once locked
onto you, his gaze was level and without fear or nervousness, but
at every other time he was given to the fidgeting and occasional
stammering that pronounced him as irritable and nervous. Other
than that, there was nothing out of the ordinary about his sharp
features, weathered face, handlebar moustache, and the rough
hands that marked him as a man of the outdoors. Noah was able
to take these features in because Shorty unabashedly stared at him
from under his sombrero after nodding hello once Noah was secure
in the saddle.

Shorty was very meticulous about that hat, with its high
crown, almost a foot high in fact, and its heavily curled brim. He
would periodically remove it to brush imaginary dirt or fuss over
it in seemingly pointless ways, frequently doing so while he was
speaking. The keep on his hat string was a bent silver dollar with
four holes punched into it that kept the string where he wanted it.
He favored white shirts, even when working in the dirtiest of cir-
cumstances, and wore a vest made of the black and white, hair-on
hide of a calf. That was one of the ways a body could make him
out as he rode fence, that duty with it’s long, overnight implica-
tions, being his most frequent duty because the crew of the Circle
D would universally become impatient with his fidgeting.

He wore his Remington revolver cross draw on his left hip in
a black holster adorned with the same simple circle of silver spots
that also adorned his black leather wrist cuffs. He looked a mite
more formidable than Mills Fawcett.

Pete Williams grinned at him from under his thick crop of red

hair and that was accentuated by the consistent redness of his face. He
remembered the transaction and conversation with Noah that resulted
in the purchase of Loopy and the promise to repair the stiffening dam-
age to his bellows. The fact that Noah showed such overt affection for
a horse quickly gained approval from Pete. This new feller Dobbs, once
you got past the Kid Galena issue, was indeed a handy fellow to know.
Pete flushed a bit when he recalled feeling so foolish and needlessly
defensive holding his sledgehammer when initially faced with “Kid
Galena,” and how quickly it had been made apparent that Noah Dobbs
was nothing of the sort. Once the conversation loosened, when Noah
had introduced himself proper, they quickly progressed through the
eight-dollar transaction for Loopy’s purchase and on to the repair of
the dry and brittle bellows.

Pete had a big shotgun across his pommel. His eyes were a pale
gray, making his gaze or stare penetrating. His smile immediately
showed a body that he was missing one of his front teeth, making the
smile seem enormous. He was about to speak when Axel’s arrival in-
terrupted him.

“All right, Constables,” he began as he pulled on the reins to keep
his big bay at pace with him as he approached. The animal’s neck ex-
tended as it walked a little slower than Axel wished. “I don’t want any-
body thinking that Portugee will be an easy find because he got shot.”
He paused as he turned to approach the animal and mount, continuing
as he swung into the saddle, “We’re gonna go real slow and deliberate
like because them coulies is a good place for an ambush, and he could
be in any of them caves up there if, in fact, he is in there.”

“You don’t sound like we’re gonna have all that productive a day,”
interjected Shorty.

Small Creek: Kid Galena Rides . . .

(Continued on page 32)

http://www.bondarms.com


“Well, now, that’s real smart of you to observe, Shorty, but you
know as well as I do we can’t let Portugee nor Ned nor any of their
curs think they can have their way in our town without a chase, now,
can we?”

Shorty nodded and the other two men shifted in their saddles, tak-
ing in the remark. They all knew  this was the reason for the posse in
the first place and none of them had any great aspirations for gunplay
on this cloudy day. They swung their mounts onto T’other Turnpike
and rode silently, westward, out of town, leaving the road and turning
into the broken ground that bordered the town to the west and north.

Axel stopped twice to dismount and explore the ground, asking
Shorty to take a look at some bloodstains or marks that caught his at-
tention, and it was evident where Portugee Benez had gone after the
recent shootout. A high breeze was moving the clouds at a rate just
fast enough to promise rain would again be elusive on this section of
the wild and any chatter the posse might have engaged in died down
as they began to penetrate the coulies and draws that lay before them.
The farther they rode the more incarcerating the land seemed to be-
come. It closed in on them and Noah became uneasy.

“Jingles Christmas!” he hissed, almost to himself, “This terrain
is really pretty crappy.”

Pete Williams abruptly reined in his horse and whispered
hoarsely, “Crappy? What the hell does crappymean, Noah?” Flushing
with some embarrassment, Noah replied, “Some English chap figured
out how to replace the outhouse with an indoor facility. His name is
John Crapper. So now…” Pete cut him off. “You mean you don’t have
to go outside to take a sh…?”

“No! You don’t have to go outside!” spat Shorty, “If you’d read
yore Gazettes you’d know such!” They looked at each other in con-
fusion, until Noah broke the silence, shrugging as if offering an ex-
cuse. “Some folks back east refer to it as taking a crap. So the term
‘crappy’ means undesirable.”

Pete snorted. “Mister, you talk funny.” He turned his horse
around, muttering “Jingles Christmas” and “crappy” to himself as
Axel smirked and winked his squinting eye at Noah.

They rode slowly for another forty minutes and the land seemed
to get downright hostile. Axel slowed the pace. He made the men dis-
mount and warned them to be silent. Ahead of them, there was a fork

in the ravine they were in. To the left, sheltered by some brush, the
ground rose to a small height. To the right was a rocky draw, prob-
ably left over from an ancient creek bed. Axel turned to the group
of men and whispered, “There’s a small cave cut into the side of
this draw up there. I want to go round and look-see. Noah, you bring
that Yellow Boy rifle with you behind me. Shorty, you and Pete cir-
cle up above. Mills, you hold the horses.” They broke off to their
tasks as Axel stepped onto the rocky ground.

The crack of the initial shot broke the silence and its first bullet
ricocheted off the ground just to Axel’s left, surprising all of them.
Before anybody could move, several more shots rang out and
echoed through the ravines and coulies. Noah heard the twin boom-
ing of Pete’s shotgun and saw the ground by the bushes erupt.
Someone in there screamed, and Noah could follow the movement
away by the way the brush shook. In an instant Noah saw a dark
figure seemingly emerge out of the ground in the rocky bed, and
quickly surmised the man came out of a cave. Axel fired two delib-
erate shots at the running figure.

Noah jerked his rifle to his shoulder and began shooting and
levering out spent cartridges. He fired again and again as the darting
figure seemed to magically outrun his bullets. Gravel and dust
erupted all around the man before he disappeared. Suddenly one of
the bandits emerged just enough to spot Noah, and began to shoot
at him. The ricochet by his right shoulder convinced Noah of the
wisdom of dodging, so he hit the ground and rolled behind some
low bushes, wondering if he was going to die out here at the end of
God’s Earth. There was a popping noise just behind and above
Noah and Axel, and when he turned to look he was quite surprised
to see Mills Fawcett taking deliberate aim and emptying his Smith
and Wesson into the bushes where the desperado seemed to be.
Shorty joined him and emptied his Remington into the same spot.
There was a great deal of commotion before the bushy area settled
down. No further shots were fired in Noah’s direction. Just as
quickly as it began, the shooting was over.

“Doggone it!” blurted Axel, “That Portugee is worse than
cockroaches… you just can’t kill all of him! I thought sure you got
him with one of them shots you fired, Dobbs, but he just keeps on
scamperin’ away from us! Anybody hurt?”

Nobody was even excessively dirty, although two of the men
were shaking. Axel commanded the men to stay under cover and
took Noah with him to reconnoiter. Noah thanked Fawcett as they
departed. They went back to the site just around the rise the posse
had moved behind and peered cautiously at the terrain. Axel grunted
and pronounced the bandits as gone. He stood up, still carrying his
pistol rather than holstering it, and led Noah back to the group.
When they got there everybody exchanged nervous smiles, and
Noah wondered how this tale would be told to yet unnamed grand-
children in later years.

Standing there a little awkwardly, it occurred to Noah they
were all staring at his rifle. Pete Williams whistled and said, “Jin-
gles Christmas. You talk funny but you got some shooter, there!”

“Yessir, a great shooter.” Responded Noah with disgust, “for
all the lead we threw nobody seems to have been shot. Some
Posse.”

“Well,” replied Shorty Allen as he stared at the ground,” I’ll
tell you that the feller I was shooting at was Ned hisself, and he’ll
think twice before he bothers Small Creek again.” The conversation
then livened up as they exchanged accounts and shared speculation
as to who-hit-whom during the gunplay.
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“Hey,” interjected Axel, a note of concern in his voice. “Who’s
watchin’ the horses?”

They looked at one another. It’d be a long walk home. Axel
Sweet sighed, and wondered what Deputy McGee was doing now.

In fact, his Deputy was embarked on his own exploit. Shortly
after the posse left McGee finished wiping his plate with the fresh
biscuits Mrs. Thompson had made earlier. He leaned over toward
the young girl across the crude table and said, softly, “You want
some more?”

“I ought to,” replied the brown haired girl of about eighteen,
“Helga says I got to put more meat on my bones or one of these
cowboys is going to break me through normal wear and tear.” She
smiled faint heartedly, knowing McGee would not appreciate the
humor. He did not want her to sport anymore. He was about thirty
dollars short of the contract buy-out and house rent he needed to
liberate her. He half suspected that Helga and Wendell were trim-
ming the fee a little to help, but he insisted they be bought out
proper before he took this girl away from them. He looked away
and caught the glance of Helga as she was adjusting the apron
around her enormous waist. She nodded, gathered a tray from the
bar and approached.

Helga Thompson, approaching all of thirty years old but look-
ing far older from frontier wear and tear had a kind face and espe-
cially friendly eyes. That’s what Axel used to say about her, as
McGee reckoned. She silently poured coffee out for McGee while
plunking down a glass of fresh milk for the girl with her free hand.
Helga peered over her thick, round nose with as stern a look as she
could muster and motioned with a jerk of her head for the girl to
pick up the glass. The girl winced, looking up with mournful eyes
as if to beg off.

“Now, Dammit, Mauve, I know you ain’t been drinking yore
milk, and you know how I feel about my girls drinking their milk.”
There was a pregnant pause until Mrs. Thompson ascertained she
had not quite made her point. Helga continued, “If Mrs. Fawcett
has to do any more doctoring for you girls, I swear I’ll go broke!
Now drink the damn milk, Mauve.” Not finished, Helga turned her
forcefulness on McGee. “McGee, you make sure she takes this or
you’ll answer to me, and I mean it.” Helga turned abruptly on her
heels and waddled away muttering as McGee turned to Mauve. She
extended a thin, frail little hand and took the glass. McGee looked
on sternly as she lifted it to her lips. The eyes with which she stared
at McGee bespoke an oriental heritage, but her wavy, brown hair
intimated greater complexity in her background. She stood up to
his shoulders just far enough to peek over them when in his arms,
a place she preferred to be as much as possible.

When they started to talk about marriage, McGee at first kept
a little distance until one afternoon Mauve cried her eyes out claim-
ing he did not really love her. She intimated that maybe she was
better off tending to the sporting cowboys after all and that mar-
riage maybe was not right for them. McGee showed his temper for
one of a very few times since coming to Small Creek and that very
night closed a deal for exclusivity and contract buy-out with the
Thompsons. Inasmuch as they were delighted to assist in the plans,
Helga began making it known to all the cowboys that Mauve
served drinks and that was all. That was twenty dollars ago. McGee
had six weeks left to get the thirty remaining dollars to the Thomp-
sons before forfeiting the deal, and he was more than a little wor-
ried about how to do it on his deputy’s salary.

He stood up, picking the saddlebags off the table, adjusting
his gun belt and hefting his shotgun. He left a dollar on the table,

bent over and kissed Mauve on the top of the head, and strode to the
door. Mauve tried to hold back the tears as he left. Helga approached
her and put her hand on the girls shoulder.

“Y’know…” she said in a low voice, “it’s a downright pleasure
seeing that boy eatin’ so much and makin’ you drink yore milk. Yessir,
a downright pleasure. I’ll allow I’ll use this toward the contract and
feed you two children on the house this mornin’.” Helga was smart
enough to make the offer after McGee had left, being wary of his
thickheaded pride. “Now go on into the back and clean up the morning
dishes, you little scamp.” She watched Mauve obediently head for the
kitchen, and privately wondered what McGee was up to, knowing the
rules he and Axel laid down about who was in town when who was
out on the prairie. Briefly, she thought about how glad she was  Noah
Dobbs—or Kid Galena or whoever-he-was—could ride on this posse
so Wendell did not have to go. She wondered where they were, having
no idea of their predicament.

McGee set his Dun on a true north course, passing the area in
which they target shot before crossing the creek. He wanted the Dun
a little wet so he would not overheat, so he led him through one of the
pools in the creek. Although he wanted to make time, he was not about
to run the horse just yet. He stretched in his stirrups as the water raised
right up to the saddle and tried to give this some thought while walking
the Dun out of the pool. Likely, he’d try the northern way in because
he was betting the outlaws had grazed their horses near that grass. If
pursued, they could escape easily that way, whereas heading farther
into the coulies would slow them down as much as it would slow down
the posse. Nebraska Ned was smarter than the average outlaw, al-
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though all full of himself and sometimes afflicted with bad luck.
Moreover, in the back of McGee’s mind was the fact he was used

to seeing a lot of tracks going back and forth between the Mason spread
and the coulies. He half agreed with Ben Mason there was some minor
rustling going on. It was the kind of thing Mason talked in circles
about, being neither sure nor convinced. Nobody liked Andy Farrell,
one of the drovers and fence riders, but accusing him of any wrongdo-
ing was a little much. Nevertheless, it was strange how everybody had
a grain of suspicion when recalling Farrell to mind. He struck the
thought from his mind, looking to concentrate on matters at hand.

He reckoned the posse had about a two-hour start on him. Add in
the two hours or so it would take him to head north then turn west and
he figured the time it’d take to arrive in good fashion. After a short
while he kicked his heels lightly into the Dun’s flank and made a kiss-
ing noise. The horse responded and went into a trot. He kept it up and
then hastened the animal until the coulies came into sight. He stopped
under a full cottonwood for some shade, watered the horse and sur-
veyed the area. Stretching out into the haze before him, the coulies
seemed to have a little notch where the prairie penetrated their lines
as if some sort of peninsula sticking out into the ocean. McGee had
been here once or twice before and was certain Nebraska and Portugee
knew the spot intimately. It was an ideal path to escape. Briefly, he
wished he could afford looking glasses, but the thought flitted away
when he recalled the pressure to save every cent to buy out Mauve’s
contract.

He waited for about five minutes to rest the Dun and then mounted

up. He rode to the peninsula and skirted the edge of the coulies so
they were to the left and south of him. He did not want to ride too
far, lest the outlaws get around behind him, but was also aware he
had to go deep enough to be able to intercept them. He dismounted
and walked his horse, trying to keep him fresh in case of a chase
after outlaws whose mounts would have to exert themselves just
to escape the rough ground.

He heard some intense gunfire before long and knew Axel
had found them. He also knew the outlaws were not going to make
a fight of it because badmen were always cowards and sought
flight any time the going got rough. More shots. Then he saw the
dust rise about a half mile off to the southwest, near the edge of
the coulies. He mounted up and pushed on, knowing he’d see the
riders before they saw him because he had the advantage. Then,
surprisingly, the dust cloud turned eastward.

They weren’t coming out after all. That surprised McGee. He
turned his mount toward the rim, picking the longest draw to ride
into to make time. He wanted to gain some height as he closed the
final distance, so he knew he could take only one guess as to which
way they were going to go. He pulled his shotgun from its scab-
bard, broke it while still on the run, and double-checked the loads.
Then he fingered two more brass rounds with his left hand. He
switched the reins into that hand, keeping the two shells clear of
them as he galloped. He had no way of knowing Axel’s posse was
dispersed in an anxious search for their mounts.

Out near the western edge of the coulies, the posse found the
horses later that afternoon, close enough together and thirsty
enough to be docile when they approached. Being footsore, they
began to turn cranky, and Axel had once or twice to stop Shorty
and Pete from exchanging epithets and threats. Mills Fawcett sim-
ply sat there in the saddle, sullen. Noah kept Axel happy by fur-
nishing him with a bowl of tobacco and joined him by smoking
his own briar from the shop.

Axel decided to light a small fire and brew some coffee before
they left the scrubby country and entered the stretch of grassy plain
that marked Small Creeks’ northwestern corner. The posse wel-
comed the break now that their mounts were secured. Axel took
out a pot, several enamelware cups that looked a mite smaller than
ordinary, and a pair of muslin bags that held the coffee and some
sugar. It was a coffee pot only in the technical sense of the word,
because Axel always brewed coffee on the trail in this pot. Nothing
else, just coffee. It was one of the rounder, pail-looking copper
type pots, with a bail, that held about a quart.

Outside of tobacco, Axel Sweet’s only other consumable vice
was his coffee. He kept a regular mail order flow of beans coming
in every month, relishing each order’s arrival on the stage like a
child at Christmas. He’d mix two parts Columbian, coarsely
ground in one coffee mill he maintained back at the jail, with one
part Antiguan, Arabica Dark or French, those of which he roasted
a little more darkly and ground a little finer in a second mill.

When they were all dismounted and seated, after unsaddling
and watering the horses with their hats, Axel set to brewing. Pete
started the small fire inside a circle of rocks the others made while
gathering dried scrub wood and brush. Axel prepared the coffee
and set it in the fire. He let the water rise to a boil, took it off the
fire, waited about a minute, and set it back. When it boiled the sec-
ond and third time, he pulled it off and poured in just enough cold
water to settle the grounds. He poured each man by securing one
end of the bail with a rag and pouring right over the other end of
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the bail into the speckled, blue cups. It took them about fifteen
minutes to consume the brew. When they were packing up, Shorty
stiffened up beside his horse while adjusting the cinch and hissed,
“What’s that noise?” They all stopped what they were doing and
stared in different directions in the stillness of their effort to hear.
“What noise?” replied Mills in a strained, soft voice. “Shut up!”
hissed Shorty again. “There! There it is again!”

“Yeah, I heard it.” Announced Axel. “Sounds like gunfire back
in the coulies. Mebbe a shotgun and some pistols. Mebbe they’re
shooting themselves.”

After cleaning up when finished, he mounted without another
word, turning his back on the men. They in turn mounted up one by
one and followed Axel Sweet home, arriving well after dark. The
posse broke up without a word and Axel Sweet decided to sleep in
the jail. He lit the candle he preferred at night over the oil lamps.
Then he took off his boots, vest and shirt, and simply collapsed on
his bunk without further disrobing. He stared at the ceiling. It struck
him suddenly… where was McGee? The other bunk was still freshly
made and his hat, gun belt, and a shotgun were missing. Axel barely
finished the thought before falling into a deep sleep.

It was the snoring that woke him up. Loud and intermittent,
the racket shook any notion of sleep right out of him. He sat up
with a start, peering in the dimming candle light at the prone form
of McGee, fully dressed, on his back with his right leg hanging
limply over the edge of the bunk. The candle flickered out, being
at the last moments of its life, and Axel reckoned he had slept
two hours, that being the general life of the candles Miss Mason
made. Doubtless, McGee would tell him all about it in the morn-
ing. He wondered how few words the deputy would need to get
the story out.

When Axel again opened his eyes it took him a second or two
to realize the jail was lit by daylight and the aroma of the coffee
and eggs was substantiated by the soft crackle of the frying pan as
McGee watched over it.

“Almost ready.” McGee muttered softly, tenderly scraping the
pan with his spatula.

“You making eggs in the bread again, McGee?”
“Yup.”
“That’s why we pay you so handsome like, because of your

cookin’. Lord knows it ain’t because of all them fine long-winded
speeches you make at a moments notice.”

McGee ignored the remark and focused on the pan. He could-
n’t remember when he figured out bread on its way to being stale
could be saved if you took out the middle, buttered up the frying
pan, set a thick slice in the butter, and broke an egg or two in the
pocket vacated by the torn out middle. A little salt and a man had
a meal that was as good as anything momma could make. Besides,
if you kept the heat from getting too high and watched the pan
you’d know when to flip it and you only had to flip it once.

“You want two, right?” asked McGee as Axel was opening his
mouth to ask for a pair of eggs, being thoroughly tantalized by the
aroma. Sweet smiled to himself, yawning and rubbing the top of
his head, setting in his mind he’d have to get up out of the uncom-
fortable bunk, stiff back and all. McGee seemed to always know.
Briefly, he was tempted to flop back into the hideous bunk and take
his risks, but he decided instead to stand up and face the day.

With both hands on his lower back, he grunted softly as he
stood up, started to yawn again as he looked out the window. The
yawn was stifled when he fixed his eyes on the two canvas
wrapped objects, secured by lariat rope and draped over the
hitching rail. They were obviously corpses. “McGee! What the

deuce is that?”
“Looks to be two dead bodies to me.” Sweet had known McGee

long enough to be able to cut through the fat and get to the meat. It was
obvious the gunfire they heard in the distance yesterday was McGee’s
work. He should have known. You did not hear both reports of a side-
by-side shotgun so close together often, and that was almost always a
signature of McGee’s handiwork. Clearly, the results were draped over
the rail.

“Figgered I’d stay on Small Creek and circle north to yore posse,
so’s to cut ’em off.”

“Yeah, and I’ll bet you knew right where they was, too. You hadda
leave ’em draped over the rail?”

“Got tired after tendin’ the horses.”
Axel did not say a word. By God, this time he’d get a second sen-

tence out of McGee. He knew the deputy was excited over his achieve-
ment and he knew he could wait him out. “I’ll check out the
possibilities on any rewards.” Said Sweet, with a sly glance. Sure
enough, McGee replied after a pregnant pause, “Ain’t Ned nor Por-
tugee, though. Never seen these fellers.”

Sweet laughed softly and shook his head. “And you only got two,
huh?” McGee nodded with great gravity, as if in remorse, replying,
“Only got two barrels in the shotgun.”

“We heard six or seven shots, all told.”
“They had guns too.”
Axel moved to pour the coffee. “They don’t seem to be goin’ any-

where and I doubt they’ll have any appetite after goin’ up against
Mighty McGee, so I reckon they’ll wait where they lie. Let’s eat.”

—To be continued in the April edition
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DISPATCHES FROM
CAMPBAYLOR. ,

Guns & Gear

By Captain George Baylor, SASS #24287 Life Regulator

Project 1860
Captain George Baylor, 

SASS Life / Regulator #24287

“I love it when a plan comes
together.”

—Colonel John “Hannibal”
Smith, The A-Team

This started when one of my friends
told me I needed to go to www.goon

sgunworks.com and check it out. He said
the gunsmith, Mike Brackett (45 Dragoon,
SASS #106478) really knows percussion
revolvers. I went there and was reading,
getting more and more impressed. Then I
got to the Services page. There were some
customer videos. One customer, Brush
Hippie, fans a Third Model Dragoon
replica with full charge loads and a ’51
Navy. No, we don’t fan in SASS, but it’s
a really tough test of the gun’s durability.
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Stock Pietta 1860 Armies with 5.5" barrels.

Part 1

After Mike Brackett of Goon’s Gunworks, did his extensive action work, 
Boomstick of Boomstick Arms Co., LLC. put Super Blackhawk hammer spurs 
on the hammers and Slick McClade of Slick Magic Guns, did the front sights, 

opened the notch of the rear sights, and jeweled the hammers.

It reminded me of…
Things We’d Like to Change 
on Colt Percussion Clones 
for SASS Competition

1. The hammer spur is (authentically)
almost straight up. We don’t shoot them
the way they did in 1860. We like low
hammers for duelist shooting.

2. Spent caps fall into the action. The
hammer slot is wider than the cap. Crud
gets into the action and the innards pretty
easily. This requires disassembly to fix.

3. The arbors have had fit problems.
4. The hand spring and sometimes bolt

spring break, only during major matches,
of course.

5. The sights, while authentic, are tiny
by modern standards and too short for
SASS ranges.

6. The hammer springs are overload

1

2

http://www.goonsgunworks.com


springs from 1948 Chevy pickups.
Some gunsmiths have solved all or

some of these problems. They’re scarce.
So I called Mike. A friendly, loqua-

cious guy, he explained he isn’t a general
gunsmith. He does what he does, and
that’s it. And he has plenty of work. He
likes working on open top Colts from the
1847 Walker through the 1860 Army and
cartridge conversions and ’58 Reming-
tons, plus Ruger Old Armies. He can do
the same things to cartridge Colt and
Remington replicas, but his favorites are
Colt percussion pistol replicas. Interest-
ingly enough, his carry gun is an Uberti
El Patron revolver he built.

He mentioned he was trained by Jim
Martin—who was trained by a gunsmith
at the Colt Custom shop—how to set up
guns that would last for fast draw com-
petition. “This was in the 1950s. Jim
Martin is the man [who taught me] how
to correctly do what I do today! Of
course, a lot of things I do are mine and
for the most part I ran them by Jim for his
approval. Jim was responsible for proof-
reading the Kuhnhausen books on single
action Colts and provided much of the il-
lustrations for that book. I consider him
the finest single action tuner alive today.
But then again, he taught me! LOL.”

I asked him to send me a gun for a

test. I would send it back after the test, as
usual. He told me everything he made
was pre-sold and if he made me a gun
he’d have to sell it.

He suggested I buy the basic gun (or
two, since we use these things in pairs)
and he’d put all of his mods on it. I have
six Ruger Old Armies and I like them. I
had absolutely no need for different Fron-
tiersmen pistols. So naturally I went for it.

First I called Kerrie at Taylors and
Company Firearms and bought two Pietta
1860 Armies with 51/2" barrels. She very

kindly sent consecutive serial numbers.
The guns arrived quickly and were impres-
sive out of the box. Surprisingly, the trig-
ger pulls were about 2.5 pounds. Of
course, hammer pulls were 10 pounds and
off the chart. Mike doesn’t put Super
Blackhawk hammer spurs on the hammers,
but Boomstick does, so I sent the hammers
to him for a Vulcan hammer meld.

Right now someone is saying, “Is all
this SASS legal?” In a word, yes.

While waiting for the hammers I sent

Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . .
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Recoil rings have been trued, 
arbors micro de-burred, 

cylinder ratchets cleaned up 
and polished. SliX-shot nipples 

replaced stock ones. Stock bolt, trigger, and springs.
Torsion springs installed 
with bolt block in position.

Adjustable wedge bearing 
being threaded.

(Continued on page 38)
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the cylinders and barrels to Aspen Filly.
She engraved the last two digits of the se-
rial number on the cylinders and en-
graved a circle around the unused
chamber. The engraved chamber mouth
keeps you from loading it. She also put
the last two numbers on the barrels. Now
I can clean both cylinders and barrels in
the ultrasonic cleaner at once.

I also included a set of SliX-Shot nipples
for each. These (see Dispatches, p. 34 June
2012) allow lighter hammers, are all pre-
cisely the same size, and seem indestructible.
He normally works with CCI caps. I use only
Remington #10 for increased reliability.

So what does Mike do? Quotes are
from his website. Parenthetical com-
ments are mine.

1. Correct the arbor length and bed
the arbor - This allows the revolver to
work as a solid unit instead of two assem-
blies held together. (The Piettas are com-
ing with correct length arbors now, but
adding a setscrew allows adjusting for
wear and keeping the barrel wedge at the
same depth.) 2. Set the barrel/cylinder gap to

.002-.0025 - This eliminates the debris
that causes the cylinder to bind. The
smaller the gap, the longer you can shoot
without binding.

3. Sculpt the bolt head - This allows
for earlier entry into the locking notch
and will protect the notch from damage.
Sculpting also reduces weight and in-
creases efficiency.

4. Install a bolt block - Creates a
solid lock up and helps to prevent throw-
by.

5. Install an action stop - This pre-
vents over-travel of the hammer and
keeps the hand from being forced against
the ratchet after lock up.

6. Install of a cap post - This keeps
spent caps and/or fragments out of the
action. It also restricts any blowback past
the post, which allows for a much lighter
cartridge-type action. Colt and Colt-type
safety pins are not affected.

7. Harden and fire blue the screws
and screw pins - Not only will they look
better, but also action parts will have less
friction due to the heat-treating.

8. Individually tune springs - It is
important for springs to work efficiently.
Most springs are over stressed.

9. Set to perfect timing.

Goons Parts Enhancements
Goon enhances the performance of the

parts in your revolver, which results in even
better efficiency. This service is far beyond
what is expected from any “normal” tuner.
“These enhancements are proprietary to my
service and thus are not listed.”

Some of the unlisted items include
converting the handspring to coil. This is
more than just removing the flat spring
and drilling and adding a coil spring and
plunger. He described that to get the tim-
ing correct, the hand needs a modifica-
tion to make it mimic the flat spring. Not
doing this results in the hammer skipping
one round if you short stroke it, or
“throw-by.”

He also fills the interior of the frame
with Mobil One synthetic grease and
seals it, so frequent disassembly isn’t re-
quired. Remove the barrel and cylinder,
clean them, the recoil shield, and the
hammer. He compared cleaning to what
you’d do with an N-frame S&W. You
wouldn’t detail strip the frame. Captions
on the photos tell more of the story.

Sights by Slick McClade
The third gunsmith involved was Slick

McClade. He sells “Sure Hit” sights,
which are extremely popular in SASS.
The stock sights were tiny, 0nly 0.125"
high and tapered. Sure Hit sights nor-
mally fit over the sight and are glued in

(Continued from page 37)
Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . .

Breaking the edges of the wedge slot 
in the arbor.

Tapping for the action stop.

7

8

http://www.sassnet.com/Downloads/12eChron/12Junechron.pdf
https://www.badmanbullets.com/cowboygunparts.com/cap-&-ball-nipples.html
http://www.aspenfillys.com
http://www.knudsenhats.com
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Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . .

place with metal glue, but these needed considerably more
work. He described the installation as “a booger.” He made
the sights too tall deliberately and I test fired and sanded them
down until they shot to point of aim at 15 yards. Still they’re
twice as tall as stock and much easier to see.

First Impressions
The hammers look and work great. Hammer pulls (mea-

sured by pulling to first notch and putting the trigger pull
gauge hook into the hammer at the top) are about 4.5 pounds.
Trigger pulls are very crisp at 2.5 pounds, as specified.

Holsters
Guns aren’t ready to shoot in SASS until they’re holstered.

Bob Mernickle made the holsters. They are based on his pop-
ular HP line, but the design is new and strictly for open top
Colts, mimicking the look of Slim Jims of the 1860s. The ones
shown are the prototypes.

Gun Case
Gun cases with zippers wear out. Pinto Annie makes the

SliX-sok, a double pistol/revolver case with strong Velcro clo-
sures. She personalizes them. I need to be able to tell them
from my others at a glance.

How do they shoot?
They shoot quite well and they’re reliable. But unfortu-

nately, I’ve run out of space. Part 2 will include a full shooting
(Continued on page 40)

A view showing the locations for (1) adjustable wedge bearing 
(2) cap post (3) action stop and (4) hand spring conversion.

Hammer rollers “exposed” so they will contact 
the main spring roll slot fully.

Screws hardened, cleaned up, and colored.

9

10
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http://www.A1Target.com


Stock hand
with flat
spring.

Over 11,000 items
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Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . .
(Continued from page 39)
test, tips, loads, and loading methods, and a comparison to
the king of Frontiersman competition, the out-of-production
Ruger Old Army.

Goon’s Gun Works – Goonsgunworks.com, 676-467-3950.
Boomstick – boomstickarms.com 254-368-4540.
Slick McClade – slickmagicguns.com 318-278-9071.
Aspen Filly – aspenfillys.com 303-434-1204.
Mernickle Holsters – mernickleholsters.com 800-497-

3166.
Desperado Cowboy Bullets – cowboybullets.com (866)

428-5538 – they also sell SliX-Shot nipples and the SliX-sok
made by Pinto Annie.

Fitted and hardened 
hand as well as 

push rod 
with coil spring.

Top view 
showing cap
posts installed
and hammer
faces de-burred
and polished.
Cap posts pre-
vent spent caps 
from getting
into the action.

12
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http://www.dixiegunworks.com
http://www.boomstickarms.com
http://www.goonsgunworks.com
http://www.buffaloarms.com


Bob Mernickle 
designed this rig 
for this project. 
The holsters look 
like 1860s 
Slim Jims but they
are based on the 
very successful 
HP series and 
are ready for 
SASS competition. 
Model designation, 
HP opentop REF 1.
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Dispatches From 
Camp Baylor . . .

Cam height adjusted and polished. 
Trigger spring shelf removed and blended.

Slix-Sok by Pinto Annie. 
Double pistol case with Velcro closures.

New front sight adjusted for zero at 15 yards.

Aspen Filly engraved this 
empty chamber indicator 

and on the outside 
of the cylinder 

put the last 2 of the 
serial number to prevent 
misloading. Barrels got the 
last two numbers as well. 

When the numbers are lined up,
the empty chamber is 
under the hammer.

Rear sight notch widened 
by Slick McClade.

“This is some of the bolt detail. 
You can see the Munden step,

which allows the bolt to enter the
locking notch earlier than it 

normally would and my cutaway
on the tall side. The top part of the
cutaway has a back angle which
protects the cylinder Locking
notches.” —Mike Brackett

15
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Guns & Gear

What is BAMM? And more importantly, should you
give a damn about BAMM?

Let me tell you about BAMM. What it is and what it
does. First off, it does not get your whites whiter or
freshen your breath. It will not make you more or less at-
tractive, heavier, or skinnier.

Here is what BAMM is.
BAMM is an acronym

for Bolt Action Military
Match. Oh, you think this type of match already exists?
Well, not like this. BAMM is shot at various distances
from 30 to 200 yards at steel targets that are generous
enough to be hit at speed if you do your part. BAMM is
a speed and accuracy event that can be shot on any ac-
tion-type range and especially well where Cowboy and
Wild Bunch matches are held. I have always had an in-
terest in bolt action mil-spec arms and thought that it
would be a great idea to put the old guns to use as they
were intended to be used, in “combat”! My first thought
was, this would be a fun stand-alone match.

Initially, my main interest in the mil guns was they
are comparatively inexpensive, they are powerful enough
for the intended use, and rugged enough they could be
used for four-wheeler and jeep guns. Being thoroughly
impressed with the accuracy of military surplus rifles,
and realizing the fun of shooting them fast and using
stripper clips to feed the ancient weapons of war, an idea
was hatched. Wild Bunch Action Shooting needs its own
side matches. They had a bunch of ’03 Springfield type
guns in the movie… why not shoot them fast at steel tar-
gets with lead bullets? Shoot at distance, up close, and in
between, change position and reload. BAMM is a versa-
tile game and can be shot as an additional stage or could
be used for an entire match. It is whatever the match di-
rector wants it to be. It does not have a set course of fire
that is the same every time it’s shot. It is always different.
Match-approved guns are easy to get. Any factory-made
original bolt-action military rifle or carbine carrying its
original battle sights and of the type made thru World War
II are legal. To be competitive, it needs to use stripper
clips instead of loading singly, so a fast reload is possible.
It’s always best (and encouraged) to download the lead
bullet reloads to be easier on shoulders, ears, and mild
steel targets. Most of the top competitors try to run about
1500 to 1800 feet per second, with around 170-grain lead
bullets. At my local club, we usually hold BAMM right
after our monthly Wild Bunch match and usually it’s
based on 10 to 15 rounds, starting out bolt open, five car-
tridges in a stripper clip. Speed and accuracy, exactly
what the old bolt guns were designed for. The future

BAMM BAMM BAMM

Taking aim at distant targets.
From right to left, Hoodoo Brown, Commando Jarrett, 

Goatneck Clem, and Billy Bob.

By Dusty Boddams, SASS #1907

Dusty Boddams, 
SASS #1907

http://www.nutmegsports.com
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looks bright for BAMM type matches as they are
doing a version as a side match at END of TRAIL
and Winter Range for the Wild Bunch shooters. In
addition, lots of state level wild bunch matches are
including BAMM. Millions of these rifles were pro-
duced worldwide. They are more expensive now, but
still reasonably priced, but just remember to have the
rifle checked over, buy the best bore possible, and
check the headspace. There are too many good solid
rifles on the market to mess with junk and throw
good money after bad. Imagine—you can be com-
petitive with a $200 Mosin Nagant or that $1,800
mint ’03 Springfield that has been tucked away in
the vault. Literally tons of Mausers are available for
less than $400-$500. All of them are potential
BAMM winners… you just have to do your part.
Grab your campaign hat, grab your ’03 and let that
old bolt gun speak the truth… again!

I’m Dusty Boddams and that’s the Boddam Line.

Just a few of the many BAMM legal rifles 
we will look at in future articles.

Bamm Bamm Bamm . . .

http://www.thss.org
http://www.alaskacowboyshooting.com
mailto:walling@mtaonline.net
mailto:jandcholz@hotmail.com
http://www.ghssfairbanks.org
http://www.cowboychronicle@sassnet.com
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Trail Marker
ee

Manley Jack Hammer, aka Jim Maier Sr.
of Spanaway, Washington is survived by

his wife and best friend Jodi and his son, James.
Jodi and Jim loved the simple things in life and
enjoyed 40 years of marriage. James Jr. and his
father did everything together—sharing a love
of camping, hiking, and Boy Scouts. Manley
Jack Hammer was the personification of what
SASS refers to as “The Cowboy Way.” Jim
knew no strangers—he spoke to everyone he
with whom he made eye contact and seldom
walked away without making a new friend. His
smile lit up a room and people were drawn to
his goodness and grace. He loved people, pay-
ing no attention to their status, nationality, past
life, or success. He lived life always showing
gratitude and forgiveness and was an inspira-
tion to all with whom he came in contact. A
SASS member since 2003, eventually SASS
would come to play an important role in his re-
covery from what was supposed to be a fatal
car accident at the hands of a drunk driver in
April of 2006. Jim was given very little chance
of leading a normal life, to include having the

use of one arm or walking again. His Cowboy
Action Shooting™ buddies started taking him
to SASS events. He had to have help getting
dressed, someone had to carry his guns to the
line, and someone had to stand next to him,
hold him up while he took his turn shooting,
and then get him moved from stage to stage.
These shoots encouraged him to keep trying,
and through thousands of painful hours of
physical therapy he regained enough use of his
arm to become a pretty good shot. The other
shooting groups never complained about how
slow he was—he was blessed to be taken in by
the “Hammer Clan.” They loved him like a
brother and gave him confidence and support,
helping him adjust to his physical challenges
and motivating him to do more and not give up.
Jim loved it and everyone who met him felt
they had known him forever. The Hammer
Clan gathered on November 11, 2018 in
Chehalis, WA along with Jim’s family to ride
the steam train in his memory—a wonderful
time spent telling stories and sharing memories
of a great man. Vaya con dios, partner.

Manley Jack Hammer
SASS #53040

December 9, 1961 – August 17, 2016

�

http://www.taylorsfirearms.com
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John Kinney was born in Massachusetts in 1847
and his family moved to Iowa in 1852. In 1865

John joined the Army, was mustered out in
1873, and settled in New Mexico. It
was here he met Jesse Evans
and they formed The
John Kinney Gang.
The new gang im-
mediately started
robbing banks and
rustling cattle. In
1875 Kinney, Evans,
Jim McDaniels and Pony
Diehl were drinking in a saloon
in Las Cruces, New Mexico. John and
the outlaws got in a fight with some
soldiers from a nearby fort. The sol-
diers beat the boys and tossed them
out of the saloon. They came
back shooting. Three sol-
diers were killed and two
were wounded. The John
Kinney Gang broke up,
Jesse formed The Jesse
Evans Gang (The Boys),
and The John Kinney Gang
went to Texas to join the El
Paso Salt War. Both gangs
later teamed up with the Mur-
phy-Dolan faction in the Lin-
coln County War, the fight that pitted the
Murphy-Dolan faction against the Tunstall-Mc-
Sween faction. Jesse Evan’s Boys were the ones
who killed John Tunstall, the dastardly deed that
spurred Billy the Kid and his Regulators into action.

History

Billy the Kid shot Kinney in the
face during the Battle of Lin-

coln, but he lived to be sent
to prison in 1883. When

John got out of jail three
years later he did not
return to the outlaw
trail. He fought in the

Spanish American
War and mined

for silver in
Arizona be-

fore retir-
ing. He
died in
1919. After

the Lincoln
County War ended,
Jessie killed an-
other man in 1879
and the gang
hightailed it to
Texas. There, the
Evans Gang con-

tinued to rob and
rustle until it was
tracked down and

surrounded by
Texas Rangers in

1880. A firefight fol-
lowed and guns blazed. Evans

killed Ranger George Bingham and
gang member John Gross was killed.
Jesse went to prison but escaped in

1882. He was never heard of again.

By Joe Fasthorse, SASS #48769
Joe Fasthorse, 
SASS #48769

–Way OutWest –

LITTLE KNOWN 
FAMOUS PEOPLE

�

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=09GP36O52mE
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History

At the time of the California Gold
Rush, the Civil War, and the early

westward migration, almost all revolvers
were percussion firearms. The only excep-
tions were the Smith and Wesson re-
volvers. Smith and Wesson held the rights
to Rollin White’s patent on “bored through
revolver cylinders” which was a necessity
to use self contained, metallic cartridges.
From about 1860 on, S&W produced its
No. 1, No. 1½, and No. 2 revolvers, which
were in .22 and .32 caliber rim fire.
Though popular, they were rather anemic
in the fight stopping department. 

In 1869, however, S&W introduced
their No. 3 American top break revolver,
first in .44 Henry rimfire, then in .44
American (which was essentially a cen-
terfire version of the .44 Henry). Being
the first large bore, metallic cartridge re-
volver, it was an instant success! It was
even adopted by the US Army shortly
after its introduction. It was the first
metallic cartridge revolver with true stop-
ping power. At this point, S&W’s patent

Reviews - Product

Tuolumne Lawman, 
SASS Life #6127

By Tuolumne Lawman, SASS #6127

Richards Type II
“Transitional”

Uberti 
1860 Colt 

Cartridge Conversion

Cimarron's Uberti
Type II Richards

Conversion 
in a Possum Creek
Leather early Slim-

Jim holster.

http://www.cowboyshootingstore.com
http://www.jamescountry.com
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was still in effect, so Colt, Remington, and others could pro-
duce only percussion revolvers.

In 1871, however, the patent expired and many manufac-
tures, including Colt, worked feverishly to come up with car-
tridge revolvers. Colt introduced a conversion of the 1851
Navy and 1860 Army revolvers, patented by a Colt engineer
named Charles Richards. These conversions used a new,
shorter bored-through cylinder designed to use a self-con-
tained, centerfire metallic cartridge of their own design on the
percussion frames, retaining the standard frame and percussion
barrel. Behind the cylinder was a piece added on to the frame
around the barrel arbor that held a loading gate, rear sight
notch, and frame-mounted firing pin. The loading lever was
removed and replaced with a one-piece ejector rod assembly
that slips into the frame where the loading lever had been. This
first version was known as the Type I Richards Conversion.

A short time later, to simplify production, they modified
the hammer with a hammer-mounted firing pin and removed
the firing pin and rear sight from the breech piece, reverting
to the hammer mounted rear sight notch of the standard 1860
percussion revolver. This was referred to as the “Type II” or
“Transitional” Richards Conversion.

Another Colt engineer named William Mason patented
some changes to the basic Richards conversions. It also uti-
lized a hammer-mounted firing pin and had a slightly different
ejector rod than the standard Richards conversion. The biggest

1860 Colt Cartridge Conversion . . .

Cimarron's Richards Type II shows the classic lines of the 1860 Army. Original .44 Colt cartridges from author’s collection.

(Continued on page 48)
VISIT US AT SASSNET.COM

http://www.bordervigilantes.com
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1860 Colt Cartridge Conversion . . .
(Continued from page 47)

difference between the original Richards Conversion and the
new Richards-Mason Conversion was the barrel assembly. In
1872, Colt was running out of some 1860 components and in-
troduced the new “S Lug” barrel used on the Richards-Mason
conversion. It was purpose-made for the Richards-Mason and
the ejector rod assembly was much simpler, attaching to the
right side of the barrel with a single transverse screw, as op-
posed to the expensive milled adapter that filled the ram area
of the original 1860.

Both revolvers were an instant success. They used the
newly designed .44 Colt cartridge (sometimes known as the
.44 Martin or .44-100). It utilized a heeled .454" diameter 210-
grain bullet over 25-28 grains of black powder. By “heeled” it
is meant the bullet is the same diameter as the cartridge case
and the base is rebated (smaller) to be crimped in the case
mouth. Modern .22 LR cartridges are a “heeled” design. While
a good “stopper” like most large bore heeled bullets, it did not
have a reputation of more than just acceptable accuracy. It per-
formance was about equal to the later .45 Schofield round and
not far behind the .45 Colt.

Conversions were also done in .38 Colt for the 1851 and
1861 Navy revolvers, as well as some other smaller models.
The Colt 1851, 1860, and 1861s all had a reputation for being
superior revolvers. These conversions capitalized on this. Not
only did the factory make conversions out of parts on hand,
they would convert revolvers sent back to them.

Even after the introduction of the Colt Single Action Army
revolver in 1873, the Colt Cartridge conversions remained pop-
ular. They were used into the twentieth century. This can be
verified by the fact .44 Colt ammo was produced commercially
by all major manufacturers until the onset of WWII.

Note – in 1872, Colt introduced the new 1872 “Open Top”
revolver. While very similar in appearance to the conversions,
it was made from all newly-manufactured parts. They were
very similar in appearance to the Richards-Mason conversions,
as they used the newly made “S-Lug” barrel assembly. 

The growth of Cowboy Action Shooting™ has caused an in-
crease in the interest in these once popular but now obscure re-
volvers. Hollywood movies like Wyatt Earp, Last Stand at Sabre
River, and Crossfire Trail have helped fueled this growing demand.

Original Colt Conversions are some of the scarcest of Old
West single actions to be found. In my 23 years in SASS I have
seen only a couple at monthly matches. Before Uberti started pro-
ducing Type II Richards, Richards-Masons, and 1872 Open Tops,
the only access to them were the expensive originals or equally
expensive custom guns from Millington, Howell, and Gren. While
they are beautiful pieces, the backlog and wait was counted in
years, and few people I know could afford them.

Cimarron’s 1871 Richard’s 1860nType II Conversion
Mike Harvey at Cimarron Firearms has long been a purveyor

of fine replica Old West firearms. His daughter, Jamie Wayt, now
carries on that tradition of excellence. In the early 1990s, Mike
had a vision of bringing affordable Colt cartridge conversions to
Cowboy Action Shooters™. Mike worked with Uberti in Italy to
create these classic revolvers, even sending Uberti an original Colt
Richards Conversion from his personal collection to reverse engi-
neer. Cimarron introduced the Open Top first, and then the
Richards-Mason, since they shared the same “S lug” barrel design.
The third one introduced was the Richards Type II Conversion,
with its original 1860 percussion style barrel.

By special agreement with Uberti, Type II Richards Conver-
sions are available exclusively from Cimarron. While others are
now importing the 1872 Open Tops and 1860 Richards-Masons
from Uberti, if you want the classic lines of the 1860-barreled
Richards Type II Transitional conversion, Cimarron is the only one
that has them. Cimarron stocks the Type II conversions in .45
Colt/Schofield, .44 Colt/.44 Russian, and .38 Special/.38 Colt
(Black Hills, inside lubed). 

The Type II Richard’s Conversions are my favorite Old West
revolver! I obtained an eight-inch-barreled in .45 Colt/Schofield
(to accompany my Uberti 1875 Schofield) for test and. While the
Black Hills .44 Colt cartridge would seem to be slightly more cor-

http://www.evilroy.com
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1860 Colt Cartridge Conversion . . .
On my sample, the rear sight notch on the nose of the hammer is
extremely small. It is hard for my 65-year-old eyes to get a good
sight picture with that tiny notch. I had to raise the front sight
above the top of the rear sight notch in order to be able to see the
front sight clearly. Since 1860s are noted for shooting high (“aim
at the belt buckle to shoot them in the chest” is what they used to
say), having to raise the front sight above the rear sight notch
would make the Richards Type II shoot even higher. For most
SASS shooting, this is not an issue, revolver targets being large
and close. I shoot at a club, however, where targets are farther and
smaller and much more challenging. In order to get the Type II’s
full accuracy potential, I enlarged the sight notch on the hammer
with a triangular file then touched it up with cold blue. The whole
project took about 60 seconds. Making the V notch wider gave me
a better sight picture, dropped the point of impact, and aided in
rapid front sight acquisition for quicker shots.

Black Hills manufactures both .45 Schofield and .45 Colt
ammo. I used Black Hills as my factory ammunition for testing.
Velocity for both hovers at about 750 fps. All group size shooting
was done off-hand, traditional two hand hold at about seven yards.
Black Hills .45 Colt ammo grouped about 21/2 inches. The Black
Hills .45 Schofield loads did better and shot a nice 2-inch group,
centered on the target. 

I have two favorite hand-loads when using .45 Schofield
cases. I use Starline .45 Schofield brass, a RNFP .452" 200-grain
from Stateline Bullets, a Winchester WLP primer, and 6.0 grains
of either Unique or Trail Boss. While not maximum, they are fairly
stout, which is what I prefer. It is a healthy load that approximates
the performance of the original black powder .45 Schofield and
.44 Colt rounds. Both of my loads shoot about 11/2" groups from
a casual traditional hold at 7 to 10 yards. 

Groups from all loads fired from the Cimarron/Uberti
Richards Type II transitional conversion (both factory and hand
loads) were roughly centered on the target, and depending on load,
printed between 3” and 4” above point of aim using a six o’clock
hold on a 4” square bullseye. This is more than adequate for even
the most challenging Cowboy stages.

Conclusion
These Cimarron 1860 Richards Type II Transitional conver-

sions are perfect for the Cowboy Action Shooter™, Old West re-
enactor, or casual shooter who wants to have a period-correct
“hawg leg” from the early years of the West to go with his 1865
Spencer, 1866 Winchester, or 1860 Henry rifle. Cimarron has done
a wonderful job on these guns. Not only are beautiful, they are
great shooters. I don’t think you could go wrong by picking up a
pair for your main match pistols.

Credits
For Richards Type II Conversions (or any of your Cowboy Ac-

tion Shooting™ firearms needs) Check out Cimarron Firearms’s
website at www.cimarron-firearms.com, or call them at: (830) 997-
9090. 

For the period correct Old West holster like carved Slim Jim
holster pictured in the article, contact Dave from Possom Creek
Leather at daveh@catt.com He is a one-man operation and does
quality work, all custom to order. He does not have a web page,
though, so use his email.

Tell them old Tuolumne Lawman sent Ya!

rect, I do not want to start loading a third caliber for main match
guns to go with my .44-40 rifles and .45 revolvers. 

My first impression when I opened the box of the Richards
Type II was, “What an awesome revolver!” It has classic lines
and is downright gorgeous. In my opinion, the Richard’s con-
version with standard 1860 barrel is more classic than the pur-
pose built “S Lugs” of the Richards-Mason and the 1872 Open
Top. The eight-inch barrel of the Richards also separates it from
later guns in the Old West, where shorter barrels tended to be
the vogue.

The sleek lines, beautiful deep polished bluing, walnut one-
piece grips perfectly fit to the frame, and lustrous color case
hardened receiver and hammer are great! The fit and finish, es-
pecially the wood-to-metal fit, is flawless. The bluing is dark
and rich on the sample I received, though a bright fire-blued fin-
ish is also available on the by special order. When you pick it
up, the legendary balance of the 1860 is apparent. The action is
light and crisp, trigger breaking at around three pounds with no
creep. The timing is right on the money and I can see no drag
marks on the cylinder. Uberti’s Type II Richards have a slightly
beefier cylinder than the original 1860 so they can accommodate
the larger .45 Colt and Schofield cartridges. The cylinder has a
roll stamped Naval battle scene, just as the originals.

The front sight is a blade style and made of brass. Like
original Colts, the Cimarron has a hammer-mounted firing pin
and rear sight notch is in the top edge of the hammer’s nose.
The sight picture is the same as an 1860 percussion revolver.
The Richards Type II Conversions are very similar to the sleek
lines of the 1872 Open Top revolver I already shoot and feel
very familiar in my hand. When you pick one up, you immedi-
ately notice it has a nice balance.

Loading and unloading the Richards Conversion is the same
as with an 1873 Colt or other SAA clones. Half cock the ham-
mer, open the loading gate on the side, and rotate the cylinder
by hand. When taking it apart to clean it, you break it down like
an 1860 percussion – drive out the wedge, pull off the barrel,
and with the hammer at half cock, pull off the cylinder. Re-
assemble in reverse order. It is one of the easiest revolvers to
clean when using real black powder. Cimarron has a nice touch
of a screw with a flat edge to capture the take down wedge. It
keeps the wedge from backing out. To remove the wedge, you
just turn the screw one-quarter turn, and drive out the wedge.
Another clever feature is the flange on the front of the cylinder
face used to eliminate cylinder arbor fouling. It is a collar at-
tached to the face of the cylinder, surrounding the arbor pin. It
protrudes past the cylinder gap into a rebate under the barrel
throat. This flange makes the Richards Type II almost impervi-
ous to black powder fowling. I fired 100 rounds of black powder
“duplicate Henry loads” from a Uberti 1872 Open Top with this
same flange,without cleaning them. They just kept going. I do
not believe original 1860s had this, and even modern replica
1860s do not. It is a VERY nice touch and great engineering.

How Does it Shoot?
The slightly muzzle-heavy feel of the long-barreled

Richard’s Type II Conversion really seems to point well when
shooting Duelist. This natural pointability is inherited from its
1860 Colt Army percussion roots. �
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Profiles

From Tennessee to New Mexico and everywhere in between, we
were always met with a welcoming hospitality and no small degree
of kindness. This sport taught me the values of respect, safety, pa-
tience, compassion, and to have fun no matter how many high
primers and shotgun makeups you have in a match.

I started in SASS toward the end of high school and, as I was
preparing for college, the opportunity to apply for the SASS Schol-
arship presented itself. I was awarded the scholarship for two years
with the support of those who were willing to write letters of rec-
ommendation, those who took my application into consideration,
and all those who believed in me. This scholarship helped my fam-
ily and me as I completed my Bachelor’s Degree in Psychology
and Counseling from Central Baptist College in Conway, Arkansas.
With my degree, I enjoyed numerous occupations in the field of
mental health. Because of this, I was also provided with the oppor-
tunity to further my education with graduate school. I obtained my
Master’s Degree in Marriage and Family Therapy from Oklahoma
Baptist University in 2015. The combination of degrees SASS
helped me achieve, along with the values instilled in me through
this sport, allow me to flourish personally and professionally.

Currently, I am a therapist for the largest drug and alcohol
rehab for women in the state of Oklahoma. Every day, I have the
privilege of helping women and their families heal and strive for
recovery. These women come from a place of real struggle with
a lack of support and an abundance of trauma. I consider it re-
warding to be able to provide a fraction of support to my clients
that I received from my family, friends, and the SASS community.
I am exploring ways to incorporate my love for animals in my
work as well, with our chocolate lab, Bogey, currently in therapy
dog training.

In addition to this, I am a professor of general psychology at
OBU and it is a joy to teach my students with the passion I have
for this field. This sport provided me with a wealth of mentors
and it is an honor to be in positions where I am now a mentor my-
self. I have a wonderful husband and family that continually sup-
port my endeavors to further my education and career, foreseeing
a doctorate in my future. SASS has been a part of all of this. This
community lives in my thoughts and my heart. To say this sport
and its backing has played a major role in my life and that I will
be forever grateful is a profound understatement.

Past Scholarship Recipients

Little Nocona One Shot, SASS #77433

Ihave had the pleasure of being a part of the single-ac-
tion community for around ten years now. Introduced

to the sport by my parents, Rowdy Bob and Mimsey, I
instantly fell in love with the people, the values, the shiny
buckles, and play pretties (guns), and of course the gun-
powder. My family has made lifelong friendships through
the shared love of burning bullets and as I write this, I
am overwhelmed with the amount of joy and gratitude I
have towards these people, whom I consider family.

Where Are They Now?

q qMt. Valley Vigilantes, Hot Springs, Arkansas

�



Ihave often wondered what I will be doing by the time,
God willing, I reach 90 years of age. Now I know. With

any luck, I will be still shooting. At least that is what Tom
Kieffer is doing, as he just turned 90 this August. Tom’s
alias is Jingle Bob (SASS #51499) and some say it came
from his extensive spur collection and the jingle bobs that
hang from some of his old spurs, that ring when a cowboy
walks or rides wearing them. But I have heard another ver-
sion of how Jingle Bob got his alias and it goes something
like this…

Once upon a time in Salmonella Gulch there was a log-
ging company owned by two lumberjacks named D. Jingle
and B. Bob. It was called the Jingle and Bob Timber Com-
pany and their specialty was cutting timber to be made into
matchsticks for the Bright Light Match and Ignition Com-
pany. A gang of cutthroats moved into town and perpe-
trated a series of timber thefts from the company. Their
plan was to take all the timber so matches could not be
made and the townspeople would therefore be kept in the
dark and the bank with the company’s payroll could more
easily be robbed. They became known far and wide as the
Match Stick Gang, striking fear and trembling into the
hearts of everyone with a coal oil lamp.

But they had not counted on one important fact. Sal-
monella Gulch was also the home of Tom Kieffer, also
known as the “Lone Forester.” Now Tom was no man to
mess with and he had been trained in the military to shoot
first and ask for discussion later. He packed two revolvers
tucked in his belt loops, a rifle, and a shotgun and was a
deadly shot with all of them. Tom infiltrated the Match
Stick Gang and learned when they planned to make their
final and biggest haul of matchsticks.

On a warm August night under the shadows of a horse
thief moon as the thieves snuck into town, the Lone
Forester set up an ambush behind some boxes of match
sticks, flanked by his sidekick, the deadly pistolero Neut
Reno (SASS #51654). At just the right moment Tom un-
limbered his revolvers from his belt loops and Neut let fly
with both barrels of his eight gauge scattergun in a fusil-
lade of flame and black powder smoke as Tom yelled, “Not
on my watch you don’t!” The surviving members of the
Match Stick Gang fled in panic and confusion under a hail
of bullets from the heroes’ short stroked ’73s never to re-
turn again to trouble the fair citizens of Salmonella Gulch.

The Jingle and Bob Company’s matchstick supply was
protected and the people of Salmonella Gulch were saved

from a plight of
darkness and de-
pravity. Tom’s repu-
tation spread far and
wide as the man who
tucked his revolvers
in his belt loops and
saved the Jingle Bob
Company. That got
shortened to that
“Jingle Bob Belt
Loop Fella” and fi-
nally just to Jingle
Bob. And to this day, at 90 years of age, Jingle Bob the Lone
Forester still ensures the timber supply for Bright Light
matches is still safe and we the citizens of Salmonella Gulch
are always protected from the dangers of the dark.
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How Jingle Bob Got His Alias

By Wild Horse Jack, SASS #64334

Doin’s At Samonella Gulch

�

Thanks to Jingle Bob’s heroism, 
matches were available 

to light his 90th birthday cake.

http://www.nevadarangers.com
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Company Quartermaster
Masonic Cowboy lapel pin 1-inch $7
shipped. You can use Paypal at
t.schultz5@roadrunner.com
Or email me.  Nickel City Dude
Phone: 716-693-3237

http://www.lightningammo.com
mailto:t.schultz5@roadrunner.com
http://www.classicoldwestarms.com
http://www.cattlekate.com
http://www.indiancreekleatherco.com
http://www.tedblockerholsters.com
http://www.oldslapoutholsters.com
http://rimrockbullets.net
http://www.buyrevi.com
http://www.gripmaker.com
http://www.hamiltondrygoods.com
http://www.gungrip.com
http://www.leathercraftersjournal.com/events
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That little phrase in the headline
is really insightful when you

think about it. The essence of unde-
niable truth is oft times most pro-
found in simple brevity. In this case,
much of America’s greatness is
summed up in just seven words. The
three elements credited in that ex-
pression played more of a role in
making America the greatest coun-
try in history than most other attrib-
utes we can name. In fact, many
other contributing factors sprang
from one, if not all three of these.
Give this some thought and you’ll
find the truth behind it is apparent.

God – Our Founders never hesi-
tated in declaring the Creator was

of that same courage throughout our
history and I challenge anyone to
dispute that. Americans have honor-
ably borne the battle of freedom’s
preservation since 1776 in many
lands and under many adverse cir-
cumstances and they’ve never
shirked from showing the valor so
characteristic of this great nation.
There is simply no other country on
Earth like her and there are no other
people on Earth like Americans.

Guns – The Founders realized
what it took to make America free
as well as strong and the gun has al-
ways played a vital role. Let there
be no doubt in any mind anywhere,
while God was the divine inspira-
tion and guts were the manifestation
of that inspiration, guns in the
hands of we the people were the es-
sential tools which made and sus-
tained His plan in every time and
circumstance.

For further confirmation of the
importance these three elements had
on giving birth to and preserving
our freedom, you need only look at
what has been the focus of attack by
those who seek to destroy that free-
dom. Since the 1960s, the period I
can best relate to, the liberal left has
been fanatically trying to eradicate
God, Guts and Guns from America,
have they not?

God – From Madelyn Murray
O’Hair removing prayer from our
schools to the total fabrication and
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God, Guts, and Guns 
made America Great

By Colonel Dan, SASS #24025, Life /Regulator/Hall of Fame
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Colonel Dan, SASS Life/
Regulator #24025

central to all their efforts and their vi-
sion for America. He was fundamen-
tal to our culture, our government,
our collective morality, and yes, even
the education of our children in
school! He was the inspiration for all
they did and was accordingly cred-
ited with the endowment of individ-
ual freedom and the unalienable
rights upon which this grand republic
was founded… period.

Guts – Lives, fortunes, and sa-
cred honor were courageously put
on the line to give birth to our coun-
try and it took similar guts to pre-
serve it over many years. In both
peace and war, ordinary Americans
have displayed extraordinary levels

http://www.dsarange.com
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God, Guts, and Guns made
America Great . . .
expansion of the non-existent concept of separation
of church and state, God is being run out of town on
a rail of atheism. Such was certainly not the intended
way for America nor the plan of our Founders—at
least as I read history. How could anyone credibly
make the argument the same Founders who gave full
credit to our Creator as the divine source of our un-
alienable rights would seek to constitutionally banish
Him from public life?

Guts – Some refer to it as the “feminization of
America,” wherein our children are schooled in paci-
fism and subordination at all costs and at every turn.
Don’t fight back, don’t stand up for your beliefs as
you might offend someone, be unquestionably sub-
missive to government authority and finally, self-de-
fense has no place in our culture. If the Founders had
been so educationally indoctrinated, we would have
lost the American Dream before it ever began. No-
body would have had the guts to stand up and make
it so or preserve it so.

Guns – Ever expanding gun-control laws, the
disarming of America, the demonization of firearms,
and the negative stigma attached to guns that comes
from the enemy within are singularly intent on deny-
ing Americans the tools so vitally necessary to free-
dom’s preservation.

What better evidence that this little phrase con-
veys truth and legitimacy than its elements are ex-
actly what the enemy within attacks? How do we
fight that enemy you ask? Simple – We the People
must unashamedly bolster the foundation of God,
Guts and Guns in American society at every individ-
ual opportunity. Do that and I’m convinced the battle
will take care of itself. The enemy within cannot pre-
vail against such strength. As Patrick Henry said of
Americans in whom I share his utmost faith, we the
“…people, armed in the holy cause of liberty…are
invincible by any force which our enemy can send
against us.” Soldier on my friends.

Contact Colonel Dan: coloneldan@bellsouth.net.

Continue Receiving Printed Editions of 
The Cowboy Chronicle
Renew Your Membership Today 

Call 
877-411-SASS (7277)

http://www.dixiedesperados.com
http://www.sassnet.com
mailto:coloneldan@bellsouth.net
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http://www.jamescountry.com
http://www.missouribullet.com
https://www.facebook.com/UpRangeExchange/
http://www.bobmunden.com/custom-gunsmithing/
https://choiceammunition.com
http://www.twilightfirearms.com
http://www.shotgunboogie.de
http://onlineoutpost.net
http://www.jaxleather.com
http://www.black-hills.com
https://bulletsbyscarlett.com
http://twowrightarms.com
http://www.texasjacks.com
http://www.cimarron-firearms.com
http://www.vra-ohio.com
http://www.sassnet.com/Affiliated-Merchants-001A.php
http://www.oldsouthfirearms.com
http://www.wildwestmercantile.com
http://www.sassnet.com/Downloads/MerchantAffiliation-App-2015.pdf
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